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Special

The views expressed in LOUDmouth do not necessarily reflect those of California
State University, Los Angeles, the University-Student Union, or their students, fac-
ulty, staff or administrators. And, because feminism is not a monolithic ideology,
there may be as many viewpoints expressed here as there are feminists. Opinions are
those of their respective authors and are not necessarily those of LOUDmouth. D e s i g n e d  b y  U - S U  G r a f f i x .

The Women’s Resource Center (WRC) is part of the Cross Cultural Centers at California State University, Los Angeles. Its mission
is to encourage student learning as well as foster an inclusive campus environment that challenges racism, sexism, heterosexism and other
forms of oppression. With a commitment to increasing cross-cultural awareness, we offer a wide variety of programs and services that explore
both the shared and unique experiences, histories and heritages of our diverse community. Please contact the WRC at (323) 343-3370 or
University-Student Union, 5151 State University Drive, Los Angeles, Calif., 90032.W
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NEWS. It even looks like a serious word. Getting the initial pitches and first drafts, I didn’t expect to see such devotion
towards accuracy. In the seemingly endless stray of panel discussions, performances and “talks” I was a part of the past
year, one thing I have become certain that I wasn’t before is that people want and desire information and are making infor-
mation in all forms: art, news, music, text and days that are our own. The need and desire for truth, real words and images
and expression is out there. It’s not something that has died as I have gotten closer to 30. All those stories about people
“growing up” and becoming punk-rock-gone-capitalist-adults seem to be less and less true. On the other side though, I
have also heard and been subject to the criticisms of some unlikely people — women that I look up to and have a lot to
share as mentors, artists and active members of different communities I may or may not be a part of.      

What have I heard? Assertions that the youth, young women of today and possibly tomorrow are not as fired up,
active and passionate as they/we should be coupled with questions like, “What are the ways in which we can inspire  cre-
ative feminist community as what was present in the ‘60s and ‘70s”? I have to admit my peers and I kind of laughed at
that one. At the time I wondered where exactly this person was hanging out that she couldn’t see it. Could it be all those
L-Word parties my girlfriends insisted on going to? Shit, I thought, I doubt I make it to nearly 30 percent of what I 
would like to.    

In creating the News issue, people called and contacted so many outside sources, including organizations, reporters,
faculty of out-of-state schools, media workers and independent-media makers, activists … you name it. At the risk of being
absolutely cheesy, I find it awe-inspiring and mentally catastrophic. This seems to be a reoccurring theme right now in my
life. I sometimes can’t physically take how powerful something feels, and the next day I am helpless and hopeless all over
again. Nonetheless, we have somehow once again found space for as much of this as we can include in 30 pages, with con-
tributors looking at news in all its forms, creating media and the implications of what currently exists on our psyche. While
Christine Petit tells readers they don’t need the shit of fashion mags by looking at the Magazine Project, Wendy Carrillo dis-
cusses the temporary homelessness and long-term displacement of seasonal workers with legendary loudmouth Dolores
Huerta. Sheana Ochoa examines the business of gender in the craft of making news with veteran broadcaster Stephanie
Bowen, and Torence Powell relinquishes any attempt to categorize or label the power of the Boondocks series. Finally, we
have a reflection from Kenny Tanemura looking at what it might mean to grow up as an ethnic Korean in imperialist Japan
molding insight into nationalism and racism woven with haikus.  

Now, now and yea … now. Right now, my amazing partner and best friend Camryn is studying for his electricity final
to which he has dedicated a vast amount of energy that I don’t think he even thought he had in him. I’ve been blessed to
watch his growth. Now, fellow editor and contributor Jess is going crazy with copyediting for a new magazine make/shift
that will revolutionize the presses. My mom is also studying for her finals while working almost full-time and rescuing the
world’s stray furry creatures like the true urban Snow White that she is. Right now, my friend Amitis is getting ready to
have a stenciling party in conjunction with an ongoing police-abuse struggle. At this second, my fellow Scorpio sista
Rebecca is reorganizing her apartment before she jets to New York for her chef’s program. This is no easy feat you see; 
a year ago she struggled with shelves, drawers and career choices but things are looking different right now.

These everyday changes are news in my life. It’s happening and changing right in front of me. And you. It’s not as
much like that terrible Van Halen video that I un-purposely ripped off in the previous paragraph, I promise. But I am rid-
ing on an insane amount of hope that you will read, enjoy and pass on this issue, yes. More importantly though is that it
will spark discussion, a thought or a plot of action. When we learn about the crafting of news as children we are told to
ask the W’s: who, what, when, where, how and why. But what about the value of those W’s and the fact that they all weave
in and out of one another? What about the value of the fact that we all have a stake in and ownership of the media? I
would like to think that when we really address our own true value, the value of our community and those around us we
can begin to truly create. 

Love, Xeroxing and daggers,
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Get LOUD with us!
LOUDmouth is always looking for new writers, editors, illustrators, photographers and other fine folk to join our team.
Send submissions and/or letters of interest to loudmouthzine@gmail.com. Letters to the editors are also welcome.
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By Stephanie Abraham

R ight after take-off from LAX (Wednesday, July 5 2006), en
route to the Middle East, Magdalena1 asks me if I have heard
that the tensions between Israel and Hezbollah have escalat-

ed. “No,” I answer, choking down the guilt that has risen in my throat
for not paying better attention. I decide to swallow my mantra about
how I would watch the news if its prime objective wasn’t to condone
U.S. imperialism. Instead I ask plainly, “What’s going on?” News is eas-
ier to hear when filtered through Magdalena’s mouth. I listen intently
as she relays what she knows, even though it’s a little late for this
briefing. I wouldn’t turn this plane around, even if I could.  

This trip has been a long time coming. About a hundred years,
in fact. It’s been that long since my Lebanese and Syrian grandparents
arrived in the U.S., and no one from my family has ever been back. I’m
sure my grandparents never meant for their trip to Amrika, as they said
in Arabic, to be one-way; however, like many immigrants, once they
focused on making do in a new land, their round-trip tickets out of the
struggle to survive never materialized. Although they passed before I
could know them, the desire to set foot on the soil that they once
walked on overwhelms me. Magdalena, one of my best friends, has
come along, excited to be my ally on this journey to what she calls her
“sister’s homeland.” 

Our plan is to go to Egypt, Lebanon and Syria. Our friend
Chanel is revamping some research she did a few years back in Cairo,
and we’re going to assist her with interviewing for one week. Then we’ll
go to Beirut to explore the Levant for three more. We know this jour-
ney won’t be easy — we’re expecting a difficult language barrier and 
some culture shock. What we’re not prepared for is all-out war. 
On Wednesday, July 12, we get up late, as we have every morning 
(er, afternoon) on our trip. We know we will arrive to our interview late
today, as we did yesterday. However, we’re in high spirits: it’s our last
day in Egypt and we’re on vacation. As we rush through the hotel
lobby, I notice a man standing directly in front of a TV, watching a tank
and a big cloud of smoke on the horizon. The reporter’s voice speaks
quickly in Arabic; I cannot understand. 

“I don’t know what’s going on,” I say when we get outside,
“but we need to get an English language paper to find out.” Then I
realize that a paper won’t be up-to-date enough. “No, we should check
the web.” Magdalena wonders if the tank on TV has something to do
with the news she read yesterday on The Electronic Intifada about the
Hezbollah kidnapping of two Israeli soldiers. We decide to find out
after the meeting. 

Two hours later, Magdalena and I are packing up camera equip-
ment when we overhear Chanel telling an interviewee, Randa, that
we’re heading to Lebanon tomorrow. Then Randa breaks the news:
“Israel bombed the Beirut airport this morning. It’s completely shut
down.” I find myself staring at the camera cords, winding them in slow
motion. I don’t know how a moment can be so fast and so slow at the
same time. When I finally look at Magdalena, her eyes cannot hold my
gaze. For the first time since we left home we are silent. 

By the time we make it to an internet café, it’s five o’clock in

the afternoon and the Cairo heat has me parched. “You guys go ahead.
I’ll be right there,” I tell them, venturing into a market alone to buy
some water. When I join my friends ten minutes later, they have read
several articles online. They are shocked but in caretaker mode — their
faces are stone but they pull up a chair to the computer and place their
hands on my back. I can’t take in complete sentences but see key-
words: today-bombs-kidnap-defense-civilians-casualties-war. I’m sur-
prised at how quickly tears fall from my eyes. The owner of the café,
who has seen us here every day, brings me a tissue. 

When I finally check my email, there are 15 messages from
friends and family. I am struck by how location and citizenship affect
the tone of the exchange. There are two from Rania, my friend in Beirut
(who is originally from Syria). The first one reads, “Don’t be too
alarmed, but Israel has just done a few bombings here. They do that at
the beginning of the tourism season every year. However, check with
the U.S. embassy at all times. I look forward to seeing you tomorrow.”
Nine minutes later she writes, “The airport is now closed due to bomb-
ing. Maybe you can go to Syria by air and come here by land. Let me
know what you decide.” 

Laila, a friend in Damascus who cannot wait to show us her
city, sends a note that suggests the same itinerary change. She closes
with a tongue-in-cheek, “Have a nice and safe trip to the axis of evil!”
Noelia, my Catalan sister in Barcelona, is pissed-off; she refers to “los
putos Israelis.” 

The news from back home in L.A. has neither humor nor rage,
only alarm — in spite of their best efforts, fear is lucid in messages
from both my mother and my boyfriend, Tommy. Mom writes, “It was
all over the news here last night.” Tommy sends me a random article
about the bombings that he found online with a one-line intro, “I’m
sure you already know, but here’s the latest news — BE CAREFUL.” I
don’t even scroll down to look at the piece. My eyes stare at the cap-
ital letters that say so much. I know him too well to read them as a
warning. What he wants to say is, “Please, please don’t go.” But he
knows me too well to say that. I’m struck by his decision to support
instead of discourage and am reminded of the depth of his love. I feel
sad when I envision their living rooms, the blaring TVs, the 
anxiety-ridden night. 

How different last night was for them and me. How can it be
that they, on the other side of the world, were stricken by terror, when
I and my friends, a few hundred miles away from the bombings, could
not have been more content?

We had spent the evening being caressed by the fresh breeze
of the Nile as we sailed up and down it on a faluka. Afterward, I drank
thick mango juice, ate kibbeh and smoked cherry-flavored tobacco in
a hookah with good friends. When we got back to our room, we talked
and laughed until the morning call to prayer sounded over the loud
speaker of the local mosques. When we finally closed our eyes, we fell
asleep faster than dawn’s sunrays could enter our room. I slept with
hope on my lips, unaware of the bombs that were beginning to explode
all over Beirut would interrupt, and destroy, so much more than my
journey home.

Stephanie has written herself home in several essays, but continues to ponder
what to do with her life. Send helpful advice to lamuallim@gmail.com. 

Photo by Niko Lusiani
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Text and image by Andrew Burridge

O ver 400 people died attempting to cross the United States-
Mexican border last year. Though there is some small cover-
age regarding deaths of border crossers, this significant

human-rights issue is often treated cursorily in the media. The U.S.
government places the blame upon the migrants themselves for cross-
ing, or on the coyotes bringing them across. Nandita Sharma, a femi-
nist scholar concerned with the smuggling of women, notes that the
government, media and even other feminists often use scapegoats to
defer responsibility in the process of human smuggling across the
globe. The government and media fail to recognize that by militariz-
ing the border they create demand for guides or coyotes. 

In 1994, Operation Gatekeeper, by implementing triple fencing
along the border of the San Diego/Tijuana region, pushed immigrants
farther east into the deserts of Arizona, ultimately leading to a signif-
icant increase in deaths. The border, its militarization, and the govern-
ment’s ability to wash its hands of its culpability are to blame accord-
ing to Joseph Nevins, a human-rights activist and geographer. The
Department of Homeland Security and the U.S. Border Patrol have
noted explicitly that the fencing of the border was done with the spe-
cific goal of making migrants cross into more dangerous areas, which
was meant to lead would-be border-crossers to make a ‘cost-benefit
analysis’ of the dangers involved. Other policies such as free-trade
agreements like NAFTA, conveniently brought into effect the same year
as Operation Gatekeeper, compounded the hypocrisy: capital and
goods move back and forth freely, while the women and men working
in maquiladoras to produce goods for those living in the U.S. are not
welcome inside the nation-state’s boundaries.

Unsurprisingly, other less official methods of border enforce-
ment to deter those from crossing go unreported. As Sylvanna Falcón,
a feminist scholar working on human rights, has argued, one such
method is rape. Numerous investigations, she notes, have been con-

ducted regarding Border Patrol agents and other immigration officials
involved in forcing women to perform sexual acts in exchange for
allowing them to cross without being deported or to have their confis-
cated items returned. Agents found guilty often continue to 
work as Border Patrol, or are merely forced to resign, without facing
jail time. 

Racial profiling is another (un)intended outcome of further
securing our borders that is not discussed in the media. Communities
living on the border, as has been reported by the Border Action
Network, are commonly subject to harassment from Border Patrol
Agents even though they may have been living in that community for
decades. Racism in general is not discussed as an aspect of immigra-
tion controls. Instead, arguments for stronger immigration law justify
themselves as non-racist by talking only in terms of legal 
and illegal.

One should remember (and many of us cannot forget) that the
border does not end at a line in the ground. It permeates much farther
both north and south, both physically and metaphorically, whether it
is the checkpoint on the 5 Freeway in San Diego or the U.S. Border
Patrol televising advertisements in Spanish to air deep within Mexico
in the hopes of deterring potential crossers. 

But stronger immigration laws and enforcement are not what is
needed. Discourse and action must move beyond seeing the border as
a debate centered only on legal and illegal. A humanized debate con-
cerned with people’s everyday struggles and safety must replace immi-
gration controls. As Nandita Sharma argues, “a demand to eliminate
immigration controls is necessary if feminists are to act in solidarity
with the dispossessed in their search for new livelihoods.” 

Andrew is from Australia but has been in L.A. for two-and-a-half years studying
for his Ph.D. in urban/cultural geography.
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Dr. Kelly Madison has
been on faculty at Cal
State L.A. since 1994.

A professor in the department
of communication studies, her
teaching and research inter-
ests include violence, culture,
identity and media; capitalism
and sexism; images of blacks
in U.S. popular culture and
cultural politics; and media as
a means for social-justice
movements.

She completed her
undergraduate work at UCLA
and her graduate and Ph.D.
programs at USC, goals which
were not part of her original
plan growing up in an Air
Force family. “I never

received any encouragement or intervention from my high school coun-
selors regarding college,” she says. “After high school, I planned to
marry my high school sweetheart and get a job at K-Mart.” Today, she
is an admired professor whose students have noted that her classes are
“powerful, transformative, thought-provoking and life-changing.”

In May 2006, she was recognized in the annual Distinguished
Women Awards ceremony at Cal State L.A. for her commitment to stu-
dents and women’s issues. In her time at Cal State L.A., she has men-
tored women interested in pursuing academics beyond the undergrad-
uate level, hosted conferences and forums and participated in programs
sponsored by the Cross Cultural Centers.

“Dr. Madison’s teaching, activism and mentorship have trans-
formed the lives of many women,” said Denise “Penni” Wilson, instruc-
tor in Cal State L.A.’s department of communication studies and former
student of Madison. “I am certainly one of them.”

Outside the classroom, she has brought attention to many
issues, including the Diversity Community and the Media Conference,
the CSULA President’s Initiative on Race Dialogue, the “NO on Prop 54”
rally, and the Global Women’s and Iraqi Women’s Tour. “She is a role
model for all students, but female students particularly have acknowl-
edged the strength of her brilliance and the care of her pedagogy,”
noted Dr. Bryant Alexander, associate dean of the College of Arts and
Letters at Cal State L.A. 

Kelly is a leading producer on KPFK/Pacifica Radio's Beautiful
Struggle program, an African American-focused public-affairs show pro-
moting dialogue on social-justice issues. Madison’s department chair,
John Ramirez describes the show as “culturally engaged critical schol-
arship and progressive journalism.” Madison has involved many Cal
State L.A. faculty, staff and students in the production of Beautiful
Struggle, including Cal State L.A. psychology professor Dr. Kimberly
King who serves as a producer. As a feminist, Dr. Madison hopes that
her students take away “a better understanding of the debilitating
effects of white supremacist patriarchal capitalist thought, how it
affects their lives, their sense of identity, and their relations to other
human beings.”

Beautiful Struggle airs on Tuesday evenings in L.A on 90.7 KPFK.

Frederick works with feminist faculty and students daily at Cal State L.A. and
can be reached at fsmith@cslanet.calstatela.edu.

I f you thought that being a
detective was only for
Nancy Drew, women like

Diana Washington Valdez will
prove you wrong. In the case of
the Juárez murders along the
border of Mexico, Valdez’ inves-
tigative reporting is determined
to make sure that this crime
does not go unsolved. While two
years ago the Mexican govern-
ment reported that the killers
seized were bus drivers and gang
members orchestrated by an
Egyptian chemist, Valdez contin-
ues to explore other possibili-
ties. She became a vital
spokesperson for the theory that
the killers were in fact part of
the Mexican elite — sons and
various family members of the police, business owners and government
themselves looking to mutilate young women as sport. Valdez published
a book called Harvest of Women: A Mexican Safari in which she revealed
the name, Los Juniors, that she believes is tied to the murders.

Valdez, now 51, initially began reporting about the Juarez mur-
ders for the El Paso Times. In 1999, as she began to wade the waters
of her story, she realized she had her work cut out for her. With dual
citizenship — as many in El Paso and Juarez have — she was able to
cross the border daily in order to do her work. While Amnesty
International has reported as many as 137 deaths and the state of
Chihuahua around 90, reports of unsolved disappearances of daughters
from Juarez and surrounding towns suggest a total closer to 800. Most
of the murdered and/or missing women have been students, sex work-
ers in local strip clubs or other young workers in the nearby maquilado-
ras. The Argentine forensics team conducting investigations are noted
for their work with a war-crimes division such as in the case of Pinochet
in Chile. In August of this year, they declared that many of the origi-
nal samples were improperly matched to the wrong women. Valdez
believes that it is absolutely vital to her work to speak on behalf of the
Juarez women, living and deceased, whose murderers and attackers
have not been charged. Valdez has stated that it is her spiritual being
as a human that drives her to expose the injustices of women. “It is
the right thing to do,” she says.

Since the release of her book, Valdez has sought refuge working
on environmental, health and other non-Juarez related material due to
ongoing threats. She can no longer cross the border but has since
worked on an award-winning series titled Death Stalks the Border. The
voices of Valdez, Esther Chavez Cano, who runs women’s-crisis center
Casa Amiga in Juarez, and Lourdes Portillo, the filmmaker of Señorita
Extraviada contribute to making certain the women of Juarez can one
day walk about their city without fearing for their lives. As Valdez has
so eloquently stated, “We may not have guns, but we can make news.” 

CocaColaChola likes early mornings when she can see out beyond the smog of
our pinche promising city. Contact her: massesshakeasses@yahoo.com.
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Icame of age when the
Riot Grrrl movement
was in full roar and

lots of young women were
making zines. These hand-
made publications covered
most of the aspects of life
that interested me, but in
a small suburb they were
sometimes hard to find.
Each one I bought,
bartered or borrowed was a
treasure. In college, as I
struggled to reconcile my
newly emerging feminist
self with my love for Vogue
magazine, I discovered the then new BUST magazine, and a slightly more
intellectual sister mag called Bitch. These were publications I could reg-
ularly find at the bookshop or a record store, and they spoke to me. Their
pages, produced with long hours and not much dough, were filled with
women articulating ideas that I was working out as well. 

The idea behind those zines and feminist magazines was simple
and stuck with me: women were creating the magazines they wanted to
read. This DIY mentality has infected and inspired me ever since, and
it is central to my notion of feminism. Feminism, in some ways, is all
about figuring it out for yourself. It’s a messy process, for a third-waver
like me, who isn’t always comfortable with fixed identity, or monumen-
talizing history — even if it’s a history of struggle that one should
demand be recognized. But like putting together a zine, I find I rely a
lot on cut-and-paste practices, moving things around until the feel is
right. 

Feminism is interrogating the normal practices of life to see
where power lies — and who is using it for what ends. It’s questioning
what gender means: at the very same time having to negotiate, on a
daily basis, the fact that you exist in a codified body. It isn’t pretty,
and often I feel like I’ve left errors all over the page. But resisting
inequality, in the past, present and future tense, and continually ques-
tioning the status quo, demand doing.

Every day we confront the limitations of the media — the mis-
direction that obscures big stories beneath banal ones, the preponder-
ance of celebrity gossip, the right-wing slant that the mainstream suf-
fers from — but we also experience its possibilities. The computer, the
film camera, the four-track or digital recorder — these items do not
know if you are male or female, rich or poor, gay or straight, an ama-
teur or a professional. Nor do they care if you oscillate within these cat-
egories. We make the choice daily whether to use them or not, whether
we will passively pay good money for someone else to mediate our real-
ities or if we will do it ourselves.

Andrea is the author of Girl Director: A How-To Guide for the First-Time, 
Flat-Broke Film and Video Maker (Ten Speed Press, 2005). 
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Q : Dear Jeri: I have signed up for Ediets and some other
online meal-planning and exercise sites. How reliable do
you think these sites are? Am I wrong for thinking that
the human-to-human contact of having a dietician is
better?

Signed,
Not sure.

H
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Dear
TTHHEE FF--WWOORRDD

what feminism means to me

Questions for Jeri? Send them to
loudmouthzine@gmail.com

“The F-Word” is a regular LOUDmouth column in which Southern
Californians of all stripes weigh in on what feminism means to them.
E-mail loudmouthzine@gmail.com to share your thoughts.

JeriJeri
Jeri Landon, R.N., C., MPH

By Andrea Richards

A: Dear Not sure: Online-dieting websites are very popular these days.
They offer their members personalized diet plans, 
24-hour access to diet and fitness experts and online support groups
where dieters can meet to share their success stories. Online sites can
also offer the privacy that some people need in order to be comfortable
discussing the subject of weight control though readers should always
use discretion when picking a website. However, Consumer Reports
WebWatch recently evaluated the 20 most popular diet and nutrition
websites. A panel of doctors, nurses and medical librarians found that
some of these sites were filled with product advertisements and possi-
ble conflicts of interest. 

Fees for online services vary from site to site. If you are look-
ing for a free website that gives advice on healthy food choices and
physical activity, check out www.mypyramid.gov, which is based on the
Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2005. This website includes interactive
diet and physical-activity assessments and lets you track your energy
balance for up to one year. The site also provides personalized diet
plans, sample menus, tips for eating out and fun ways to increase your
physical activity. 

An excellent alternative to these online sources is meeting face
to face with a nutritionist or dietitian. These professionals promote
good nutrition and healthful eating by providing their clients with indi-
vidual nutrition counseling, personalized diet analysis and body-fat
assessment. You can find a nutritionist or dietitian in your area at
www.eatright.org. If you are a student at Cal State L.A., take advantage
of the Student Health Center’s Nutrition Clinic. Services are provided by
Cal State L.A. Department of Kinesiology and Nutritional Sciences
dietetics interns and are offered at no additional cost beyond quarter-
ly registration fees.

The Student Health Center is located on the main walkway across from
Biological Sciences and adjacent to the Center for Career Planning and
Placement. For more information, call (323) 343-3300 or go online to www.cal-
statela.edu/univ/hlth_ctr. Services for women and men include diagnosis, treat-
ment and referrals for a wide range of health conditions; family-planning coun-
seling and prescribing; STD testing and treatment; 
HIV testing; and chiropractic, dental and optometry clinics. Pap smears for 
cancer screening are available for women. Outpatient care is available 
Monday through Thursday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:45 p.m., and Friday, 8:30 a.m. 
to 12:00 p.m.

Photo by Alice G. Patterson
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a toolbox for learning, making and creating

Making Change — This Southern California-based street news-
paper by and for “the poor and unhoused” is consciously made
as a community-based human-rights project. After a year-long
hiatus, Making Change resumed publication in fall 2006. In
near-future issues, editor Rick Mantley hopes to critically cover
L.A. County politicians’ “Bring L.A. Home” plan to end home-
lessness in L.A. within the next 10 years. Making Change can
be found in Venice, Calif. (JH)

Community Connection — A bimonthly community-based
paper, Community Connection is published by the Los Angeles
Community Action Network. LA CAN is an organization through
which people living in poverty in the Central City East area
(aka Skid Row) are empowered to work collectively to alter the
power dynamics that affect their lives. The newspaper is
offered in the tradition of the abolitionist papers North Star
and the Liberator, which were created specifically to advance
social change. Read archives at www.cangress.org. (JH)

Knowledge is Power — Are you waking up early on Sunday
morning and craving something more than menudo? Feed that
knowledge-hungry mind of yours and tune in every Sunday
morning to Knowledge is Power on Power 106 at 7 a.m. or at
the same time on the new Movin 93.9 FM as Movin Minds.
Hosted by Wendy Carrillo, a loudmouth herself, K.I.P brings to
radio the issues that affect all of our communities including
politics, education, social consciousness, family, gentrifica-
tion, LGBTQI issues and everything in between! (WC)

We Don’t Need Another Wave: Dispatches from the Next
Generation of Feminists, edited by Melody Berger (Seal Press,
2006) — Despite Time magazine’s 1998 declaration of the
death of feminism, there continue to be countless examples of
feminist movement and action. The most recent comes in the
form of this book — a fun read that packs a lot of political
punch. Topics range from self-care as a form of activism to
killing the romance myth, from empowerment via rocking out
to discussing incest in different ways, and so much more.
Perhaps most relevant to this issue of LM is Jennifer L. Pozner’s
call for progressive-feminist-media reform. (CP)

The Emergence Arts Collective — This is a nonprofit organi-
zation run by an all African American womyn collective serving
the Pleasant Plains neighborhood of Washington, D.C. — an
area currently undergoing high gentrification — by offering
social classes, traditional-arts classes, support groups and edu-
cational seminars. The space has a long history of providing
empowerment for the community as well as continuous strug-
gle. For more information, visit www.ecacollective.org. (MZ)

Framing the Debate: Politics & Language — In this talk,
George Lakoff, a linguisitcs professor at UC Berkeley, dissects
the way Republicans have spent millions of dollars on think
tanks whose job is to phrase/frame language to suit the right-
wing agenda. There is no such thing as embryonic stem-cell
research, for example; stem cells come from blastocysts, not
embryos. The word “embryonic” was deliberately framed like
“The Clean Air Act” and “No Child Left Behind” as a means of
subterfuge. Available on CD, MP3, tape, transcript or at
www.alternativeradio.org/speakers/LAKG.shtml. (SO)
Beyond the Wall of Injustice — This is an online and print

fanzine from local activist Jang Lee. Recently uploaded to the
site are various interviews, recorded shows and reflections
from the last 20 years, looking at radical politics, health,
nutrition, DIY, punk rock and feminism. The zine also 
sponsors the annual DIY Fest. Listen up and contribute!
www.diyzine.com (JL/IC)

Pomegranate Queen — This self-described “revolutionary
other, desert woman, poetess/writer/muscian muslima” 
from Canada writes about mistrust amongst women of 
color in organizing , ongoing global and personal conflicts
with hipster culture and the power struggles related to 
dating white men. Check out her occasional posts at pome-
granatequeen.blogspot.com. (FS)

Tigera Coscientes — As a street photographer, teacher and
student in Oakland Tigera Coscientes describes herself as
"Originally from HARLEMWORLD! I am very much a Capricorn
— work, hood, and goal-oriented. Queer.” Tigera writes about
her experiences as a teacher with youth of color and the inter-
sections of violence in a poetic manner that captures all of the
senses. Catch this mujer’s fly verse at
tigeraconsciente.blogspot.com. (FS)

Decoy Gang War Victim — In one of Chicana/o performance
group ASCO’s  most infamous protests, muralist Gronk donned
fake blood and lay in the middle of the street. ASCO (from the
word nausea in Spanish) photographed the spectacle and sent
the documentation to newsrooms as an “authentic” case of the
gang wars of East L.A. Besides Gronk, other members included
Marisela Norte, Harry Gamboa Jr., Willie Herron, Diane Gamboa
and Patssi Valdez. A mix of happenings, local politics, absur-
dist theatre and existentialism, Hollywood bullshit, and the
events of the East L.A blowouts are what I choose to view as
relevantly inspiring to this prolific collective. Even now when
barrio/ghetto life is frequently and falsely sanctified in the
mainstream media, ASCO is a relevant and needed force to be
reckoned with. (IC)

Joy of Life — This is a wonderfully wandering and simultane-
ously static film shot in 16 mm by Jenni Olsen. A voice (none
other than the hotness that is Harry Dodge) tells of a butch
looking for love in San Francisco while slowly maneuvering the
viewer to the tragic desires of the “jumpers” of the Golden
Gate Bridge. Joy of Life is an insightful look at desire, love and
death and what citizens deem as newsworthy in their very own
back yards. You won’t be looking at San Francisco in quite the
same way afterwards. (IC)

Tongue 2 Tongue: Provoking Critical Dialogue Among
Queer Women of Color — An encuentro is a gathering, and, in
this case, a radical potential for exchange and strategizing among
queer women of color focusing on LGBTQI communities. Initiated
during the 2006 Marcha Lesbica in Mexico City, this group is look-
ing to cross borders of race, gender, class, ability, etc. Is queer
weird? They want you! tonguesmag@yahoo.com (IC)

Photo by Tigera
Coscientes

The Emergence 
Arts Collective

Lizzie from We Don’t
Need Another Wave

Community Connection

Tongue 2 Tongue

DIY Fest 2007
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THE WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER AT CAL STATE L.A.

Calendar of Events
WINTER 2007

Cultural Erotics in Cuban America: A Reading by Ricardo L. Ortiz
Monday, February 12, 6 pm
University Bookstore, 1st floor, Golden Eagle Building
Ricardo L. Ortiz explores the histories and practices of smaller Cuban
American communities beyond Miami, including Los Angeles, Chicago,
and New York City.

Chavez Ravine: A Los Angeles Story of Gentrification
Thursday, February 22, 6:15 pm
Cross Cultural Centers, King Hall D140
This film and discussion, led by representatives from Casa del Pueblo,
examine gentrification in Echo Park and the Chavez Ravine neighbor-
hood, where Dodger Stadium now sits.

Literary Reflections of Gender, Sexuality and Relationships:
An Evening with Jenoyne Adams and Michael Datcher
Monday, Feb. 5, 6:15 pm
Music Hall, 1st floor, Music Building
Critically acclaimed authors Jenoyne Adams (Resurrecting Mingus and
Selah’s Bed) and Michael Datcher (Raising Fences: A Black Man’s Love
Story) explore gender, sexuality, family and relationships in Los
Angeles and beyond.

Student-Mothers Workshop/Taller Para Madres Solteras
Wednesday, Feb. 21, noon
Board Room, King Hall D136
Students who are mothers are one of the largest student population at
Cal State L.A. This workshop will address the unique challenges these
students face and will offer strategies for success and empowerment
while juggling multiple roles.

Blossoms of Fire
Thursday, March 1, 6:15 pm
Cross Cultural Centers, King Hall D140
Blossoms of Fire celebrates the extraordinary lives of the Isthmus
Zapotecs of southern Oaxaca, Mexico, whose strong work ethic and
fierce independent streak have resulted in their unusual tolerance of
alternative gender roles and the region's progressive politics. Directed
by Maureen Gosling and Ellen Osborne, 2000, 74 minutes.

Día de la Mujer
Thursday, March 8, 8 pm
Golden Eagle Ballroom, 3rd floor, Golden Eagle Building
This special event provides participants with the opportunity to recog-
nize women who have made a difference in their lives. This evening
will include dinner and entertainment, and a gift will 
be presented to honorees. Admission is free; however, a ticket will 
be required to attend the program. Tickets will be available on a 
first-come, first-served basis. To attend and/or honor a woman in your
life, please sign up at the Cross Cultural Centers, King Hall D140,
beginning Monday, Feb. 5.

For more information or assistance with accommodating a disability,  please call
the Cross Cultural Centers at (323) 343-5001.

T he question shouldn’t be if America is ready for a woman pres-
ident. The thing to really ponder is that in the year 2006
Americans are still asking such a question.

—Roopa Swaminathan (The F-Word, Spring 2006) ponders the framing
of a Larry King Live debate between King and Bill Maher on the possibil-
ity of a woman president of the U.S. 

I interviewed Matt Bai, he’s a New York Times writer, for one of my
pieces recently. And he said something really interesting to me. He
said, “I don’t know why everyone gets so angry about how the main-
stream media has totally dropped the ball on the Iraq war. The truth is
the media has never been very good when it comes to war. We didn’t
do all that much better during Vietnam or Korea.” I took that as an
important reminder that the media has always been — at least the big
media outlets or even local, small town — the media has tended to be
pro-establishment. 
—Writer and reporter Lakshmi Chaudry in an interview by Celina de Leon
(Feministing, Oct. 21, 2006)

There are few outlets to hear voices and stories from the bottom up in
our society, and this is greatly to the detriment of the public good. For
a recent example just look at two major stories about people of color
from over the last year — immigration and Katrina. Immigrants have
been compared by some immigration restrictionists to “livestock” at
the border, to criminals and terrorists. Black residents of New Orleans
were portrayed as looters.
—Tram Nguyen, executive editor of ColorLines, testifying at FCC
(Nov/Dec 2006)

In a recent clinical trial 168 pregnant women were given a placebo
rather than an alternative herpes drug, [Valtrex] while the other 170
were given medication (knowing that it already worked). This, despite
the fact that research has shown that the drug [Valtrex] and its gener-
ic, acyclovir, reduces risks associated with herpes and pregnancy (the
virus can be fatal for infants who contract the disease at birth). The
study, which took place earlier this year and was funded by
GlaxoSmithKline, enrolled more than 300 black and Hispanic pregnant
women at Parkland Hospital in Dallas.
—From Elizabeth Gettelman’s Dec. 6, 2006 MoJoBlog, “Poor Pregnant
Women with Herpes Don’t Get Meds, and Someone Notices”

Effective movement media doesn’t need to last indefinitely to be suc-
cessful.
—Clamor, an awesome independent magazine that many LOUDmouth
folks have contributed to and been inspired by, upon declaring, “Clamor
is dead. Long live clamor.”

Chavez Ravine Día De La MujerStudent-Mothers Workshop
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workers as you know are undocumented; they are afraid to go into
town, and about the only recreation that is available for the workers
is a cantina, a bar! 

The UFW started a program called The National Farm Workers
Service Center, which helps people with affordable living quarters
during the year. How many do you think are women and children
that don’t get the help or that you actually have to turn away
because there is not enough aid?
That program is something that Cesar Chavez and I started. It is actu-
ally for families or for people that are really more stable. They have
built low-income housing all over the country in New Mexico, Texas,
Arizona and of course here in California. They have also built these
low-income housing developments where people that don’t have a lot
of money can get into these really beautiful places to live. And there
is one place up in Fresno that was built primarily for the workers from
Oaxaca where they were able to get into that housing with very little
money down and very low payments. And so that really fills the need
for low-income people in our communities, but it does not really fill
the need for the temporary workers. Now what can happen, and of
course this is what I advocate, is that any type of temporary housing
that is built, that it be for mobile housing, and not the barrack-type
of housing where you have a lot of single men that live together,
because single men that are alone, they get in trouble, [laughs] right?
But if you build family housing say, in a two- to three-bedroom home,
you can have five to six single men that can rent that house. At the
same time, they will live in a community amongst women and children
and families. I believe that that’s a much more healthy type of an
atmosphere for the migrant workers to live in.

What happens in that situation where people just don’t have any-
where to go? What happens to the children of those families? 
We actually have a lot of families that come when the undocumented
men try to bring their wives and their children. And we have a situation
where their children are born here in the United States to those par-

By Wendy Carrillo

T his is Soul Rebel Radio with Wendy Carrillo. We are live
with Dolores Huerta. Ms. Huerta, thank you very much for
coming into our studio and taking the time to discuss

homelessness and migrant farm workers. 

With the citrus and grape harvest coming up, there are about
15,000 migrant farm workers that are going to go up to the
Coachella Valley. How will they be housed? I think that we tend to
focus on, maybe for example, Skid Row, where we think it seems
obvious that people are homeless or marginalized. 
DH: Well you know, that’s something that none of the agricultural
growers or any of the mayors in all of these cities that really prosper
from the work of the migrant farm workers ever pay any attention to.
All of a sudden you have three or four times more the population dur-
ing the harvest seasons in pueblitos like Coachella, Watsonville and
Salinas than you do the rest of the year. There is no provision made for
these workers, which is really unfortunate. In Coachella Valley, workers
actually sleep under the trees. They work there all day, sleep under the
trees at night, and they have to bathe in whatever water that they can
find. It has happened as well in Fresno County, where people are liv-
ing in the orchards, because they have no place to stay. Also, people
really get price gouged, like a lot of people will rent them a garage or
a chicken coop as I call it, and yet they will charge them exorbitant
amounts of rent.

I’ve heard about trailer homes that also get rented out.
At one time, we advocated for trailers for the workers so that they
could at least have that to live in while they were doing the picking.
It’s kind of a solution that is somewhat affordable and practical, but
there have never been enough trailers to put up for all the workers that
come in. I have been places where there were so many workers in a
garage that they could not sit down; they could lay down, or they
could stand up, but there was never any room for them to sit down.
Not only are they lacking places where they can live in a sanitary fash-
ion, but there is also no recreation for the workers. A lot of the 

Dolores Huerta Timeline

April 10, 1930 — Born Dolores Clara Fernandez on in the mining
town of Dawson, in northern New Mexico

1947 — Graduates from Stockton High School 

1955 — becomes a founding member of the Stockton Chapter of the
Community Service Organization 

1961 — works to obtain the removal of citizenship requirements from
pension and public assistance programs for farm workers in Calif. 

1962 — lobbies in Washington D.C. for an end to the “captive labor”
Bracero Program. That same year, CSO turns down Cesar Chavez’ request
to organize farm workers, so Cesar and Dolores resign from their jobs
with CSO in order to do so. At this time she is a divorced mother with
seven children.

1966 — negotiates the first NFWA contract with the Schenley Wine
Company. These contracts established the first medical and pension
benefits for farm workers and safety plans in the history of agriculture.
Dolores spoke out early against toxic pesticides that threaten farm
workers, consumers, and the environment.

Dirigir con el corazón.
Trabajar con el corazón.
An Interview with

Labor Leader Dolores Huerta
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One of the things that I have noticed is that the media has not cov-
ered the results of the marches. To my knowledge, nobody has dis-
closed any numbers that state that because of the marches this is the
impact that we as Latinos, as immigrants, have made on the country. 
There was a very big impact that was made in just the immigration bill
itself. Because before the marches, Senator Frist, who is the head of
the Republican majority in the Senate, had said to one of my board
members, there will be no legalization bill; the McCain-Kennedy bill is
dead. Two weeks later, we have everybody on the streets marching, and
so now the bill is being considered in the U.S. Senate. It can make an
impact, but we have to follow up. 

Now, getting back to the McCain and Kennedy bill. As a counterof-
fer for HR4437, it reminds me a lot of the Bracero program which
you actually put an end to when it was declared that there was
going to be amnesty, and with that amnesty … I believe it was
1983?
We passed the law in 1985/86, and we started implementing 
it in 1987.

Right, and about 1,400,000 people became citizens, right?
Well, actually those were just the farm workers! And all together, it was
close to 5 million. It was about 3 million people that had been here
since 1981 and 1,400,000 campesinos. 

Now it is just amazing to me that this program that we are going
to be starting — and we are not calling it the Bracero Program any-
more, but the “Guest Worker Program” — it sounds very very sim-
ilar to what happened in those days. 
Exactly.

Wendy is the host of Knowledge is Power on Power 106 and Moving Minds
on Movin’ 93.9 FM and has been dubbed by Dolores Huerta as “the voice 
of the people.” Wendy grew up in East L.A., loves her mom’s tacos and is
addicted to MySpace. She can be reached at wcarrillo@power106.com or
www.wendycarrillo.com.

Soul Rebel Radio is a radio collective composed of college students, community
activists, musicians, poets and revolutionaries in the Los Angeles area and
Latin America. Through a self-produced monthly show, we focus on inspiring
and voicing our youth on issues as diverse as the prison industrial complex,
militarization of our schools, domestic abuse, the war on Iraq and in our urban
communities, police brutality and much more .

and so there is just a great need for low-income housing. Period. You
know, they have passed laws that say you can’t rent to people that are
undocumented. There is going to be a vote in San Bernardino, in the
next couple of weeks to make sure that no one can rent any kind of
housing to undocumented workers, which is really ridiculous when you
start to begin to think about that. [The San Bernardino ordinance was
defeated by City Council 4-3 and was ordered off the ballot.]

Locally, rent has skyrocketed so much that people that make min-
imum wage are not able to afford housing, pushing people out of
their living situations and maybe even into the streets to seek or
gain some kind of assistance.
If you try to find any place to rent in the Salinas Valley, you would be
paying the same amount of money that you would be paying in San
Francisco. That’s how critical the housing shortage is. There have been
many studies that have been done over the course of the last 20 years,
and the one thing that they keep finding is we do not have affordable
housing for low-income people. And it’s gotta be one of those issues
that we put right on the top with immigration, with education and
healthcare. Housing has got to be one of the top issues because we
are criminalizing poverty. I had a homeless family with six children in
my home for many months. It does have to be addressed, and we have
to start putting some real pressure on our legislature, assembly peo-
ple, senators and of course the congressional people. We know since
the Republican administration came into office they have actually cut
the funds for low-income housing and for special subsidized housing. 

The National Policy and Advocacy Council on Homelessness has
stated that the children of migrant farm workers do not attend
school and do not often have a normal childhood because they are
traveling from place to place not just with their families as part of
the job, but because they don’t have a place to live.
I think that not only on a federal level, where it’s very difficult to do
anything right now, but definitely on the state level or county or on
the city level, we could start bringing these things to their attention.
All of the time, people think, “Oh well, these are undocumented farm
workers, and so they can’t vote, and so they are not going to affect
me.” But as we have seen with all the beautiful marches that were held
recently, those of us who have been here for many generations are will-
ing to fight for the undocumented — immigrants and the farm work-
ers. We are willing to stand up and fight for and with them. I know
that in some areas for instance, where we are organizing, we find that
actually the monies have been allocated, but the homes have never
been built. And we wonder why has that happened? What happens to
that money? Simply because there is a lack of will and there is a lack
of pressure. But now that we have gotten the attention of the politi-
cos with our marches, then it’s time for us to move forward, step for-
ward and talk about the other issues that are on our agenda besides
immigration, and we can talk about the housing issues, the healthcare
issues, and say that there has to be something done.

1973 — grape contracts expire and the growers sign sweetheart con-
tracts with the Teamsters Union. Dolores organizes picket lines and
continues to lobby.

1985 — lobbies against federal guest worker programs and spearhead-
ed legislation granting amnesty for farm workers that had lived,
worked, and paid taxes in the United States for many years but unable
to enjoy the privileges of citizenship. This results in 
the Immigration Act of 1985 in which 1,400,000 farm workers 
receive amnesty.

2002 — becomes the second recipient of the Puffin
Foundation/Nation Institute Award for Creative Citizenship (visit
www.nationinstitute.org) that included a $100,000 grant which she
utlizes to establish her long time dream, the Dolores Huerta
Foundation's Organizing Institute.

Dolores C. Huerta is also Secretary-Treasure Emeritus of the United
Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW). She is the mother of 11 chil-
dren, 20 grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.

Compiled by I.C
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By Michelle Zenarosa

D o-it-yourself publishing has played an enormous role in
building support and public awareness for social movements
such as the abolitionist movement of the 1800s and the

Native American, Chicano, Asian American, Black Power, women’s and
gay-rights movements of the 1960s and ’70s. And as the kind of news
and information that is readily available to the public becomes
increasingly homogenized due to corporate media consolidation, it can
be argued that DIY publishing — in all forms and from all walks of life
— is needed now more than ever. More recently, the past two decades
have brought the emergence of the cut-and-paste revolution. Although
the term “zine” was first coined from punk fanzines, the Riot Grrrl
movement of the 1990s seized the medium to create a space for social
analysis and storytelling outside of conventional settings of criticism
like established newspapers, magazines and journals.

Even though the zine has been used as a medium for dialogue
and community-building among feminists and as a vehicle of subver-
sion against corporate control of mass media, it wasn’t always an
appealing or accessible format to members of marginalized groups.
Because of the large amount of time it takes to create a zine and the
fact that no profit is made, zine communities were largely made up of
a privileged, white, upper-middle class. Furthermore, when Riot Grrrl’s
flawed politics sought to erase race and class differences in order to
attain a utopia where all girls were the same, it ignored the fact that
not everyone had the same experiences. 

The DIY ethics borne in third-wave feminism, however, eventu-
ally made room for zines by women of color like Mimi Nguyen and
Cristy Road to share experiences that weren’t represented in white
feminism and, in particular, called out racism, sexism, classism, homo-
phobia and transphobia in punk. The third wave began in the 1980s as
queer feminists and feminists of color, including writers like bell hooks
and Cherrie Moraga, questioned the second wave’s finite definitions of
femininity and over-emphasis of the experiences of upper-middle-class
white women. 

In the introduction to Mimi Nguyen’s compilation zine, Evolution
of a Race Riot, she states, “This is about us doing for us … . This is
about us talking to each other, relating, learning, commiserating,
laughing, recognizing little bits and pieces and maybe whole chunks
of our individual life-worlds in the writing or art of others. And feel-
ing stronger for having pawned through these pages, and maybe even
that much more powerful.” 

Today there are thousands upon thousands of zines in exis-
tence, and they aren’t just limited to those looking for alternative
news sources to inform their sensibilities. Zine topics range from how
to silkscreen to vegan cooking to bike repair to comics. A number of
well-known feminist media like Bitch and Bust magazines outgrew their
zine origins and became full-fledged magazines. There are also a num-
ber of zine distros like Microcosm Publishing from Portland, Ore., and

Small-Scale Publishing Equals 

Large-Scale Empowerment:

Redefining the

REVOLUTION

Echo Zone Distro from Madison, Wis., that distribute zines for those
who want to reach outside of their local area. 

Zines offer one way to deconstruct traditional notions of gath-
ering, delivering and even defining “news.” Not only do zines offer
accessibility, but they can also allow the writer to become a proactive
cultural reporter and to deliver a firsthand account of specific and
timely events. There are many zines written by women using travel to
tell the stories of what’s really going on in their neighborhoods and in
the communities of others who have been neglected by mainstream
media. They deliver an option far removed from the cut and dry jour-
nalism of today: the idea that a person is sharing news rather than
giving it to us. What Ladies Have to Say: Interviews with Activists in
Palestine, Indonesia and the Philippines
is a zine compiled by two women, Ronni Tartlet and Ronica Mukerjee,
who traveled around the Middle East and Asia in 1999 conducting
interviews with activists. The two use their travels to educate them-
selves and others about things not covered by the six o’clock TV
soundbite. Travelzine, written by D.C. native Anna, is a zine about,
well, duh, traveling. In it Anna recalls “every trip that ever mattered,”
including running away at the age of 5 down the street, touring the
U.S. with her band and vacationing in Jamaica with her dad, just to
name a few. Anna also writes a zine about culture called With Heart in
Mouth. These zines and many more all extend the dialogue discursive-
ly of the voices that we and I need to hear.

Zines have the power to create community, and this year’s
fourth annual Philadelphia Zine Fest celebrated that. As an event 
that was started by zinesters Casey Grabowski and Andrea Hallowell,
shifts must be made to further create awareness and exchange ideas
and support for the current community. Radical print media written by
women has been an impetus for bringing about feminist social 
change and awareness — but most of all self-publishing has served as
a tool for empowerment. We can’t rest assured that in the years ahead
the zine medium will continue to evolve. Rather we have to create
lasting social change for participants and bystanders alike by making
it ourselves.

Michelle (grrldeconstructed@hotmail.com) is a short, shy, nerdy chola with a
big booty + ghost boobs. You’ll make fun of her, she’ll make fun of you — and
it’ll be allllllll good. 

Upcoming Zine Fests:.Grrrl Zines A-Go-Go will host a Zine Picnic on March 25, tentatively
scheduled for 1-4 p.m., at Balboa Park (6th & Laurel) in San Diego.
Make, read, buy, trade, and talk about zines ? and eat! More details
at gzagg.org..Richmond Zine Fest in Virginia is taking place in April 2007. 
For more info: www.myspace.com/rvazinefest.
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By Hilary Goldberg

A merica On Line’s homepage is a revolving door into the main-
stream conscience, popular culture news that marginalizes
thought through repetition and bias to motivate the masses

in a particular direction. Clever pictures and sound bytes form a three-
pronged slide show that turns logging onto the Internet into a wel-
come wagon on speed. “Living,” “Money,” “Health,” “News” and
“Entertainment” merge together like Trivial Pursuit categories in a
seamless informational vortex. Certainly one would expect the anniver-
sary of Hurricane Katrina to make a few headlines, but the only focus
paid to that region of the country was on Chevron’s discovery of a
major oil pool in the Gulf of Mexico. Global warming will probably have
to wait until it can be tied in headlines to weight loss or career
advancement or until Angelina Jolie adopts a few polar bears. Nary a
mention of such topics leads one to conclude that there is in fact a
formal process by which news is selectively streamed onto the web by
the mega-corporations in charge of delivery. Is there a calculated flow-
chart posted in each cubicle at AOL headquarters?

Hilary is a filmmaker and a nationally touring poet. Check out her past and
upcoming projects: www.hilarygoldberg.com
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Jessica Azulay is a cofounder of The NewStandard, an independent,
non-profit, collectively produced online newspaper. 

Mattilda aka Matt Bernstein Sycamore is a writer of fiction and essays;
the editor of several anthologies, including the recently released Nobody
Passes: Rejecting the Rules of Gender and Conformity (Seal Press);1 and
an instigator with the radical-queer direct-action group Gay Shame.

Sonali Kolhatkar is the host of the nationally syndicated radical radio
show Uprising, co-author of Bleeding Afghanistan: Washington Warlords
and the Propaganda of Silence (Seven Stories) and a co-director of the
Afghan Women’s Mission.

JH: Can you talk about the kind of media work you do and why?
JA: I do hard-news journalism. We take a critical, quote-unquote
“objective” look at anything, including groups and movements that we
might be aligned with as people. Part of our mission is to empower
people to get involved and to make change, and to highlight people
who are doing that kind of thing, but to not be a mouthpiece for them
— sort of an opposite take of how the corporate media is aligned with
the government and corporations and is a mouthpiece for them. 

SK: My goals are to not only expose what injustices are being commit-
ted, but also to challenge ourselves as activists. One of the main rea-
sons why the Left should have its own media is to not only stay col-
lectively informed about what the Right is doing, but also to talk to
one another about what it is we’re doing. 

MBS: A lot of my background is editing anthologies that represent the
kind of politics and the kind of lives that have been central to my
political awareness and engagement that are not represented in any
responsible way in the larger culture. My first book was about sex work;
my second, about queer survivors of childhood abuse; my third, That’s
Revolting, is about radical queer, anti-assimilationist politics; and my
most recent takes a look at passing as a mechanism through which
assimilation takes place. The way I have approached editing them is
similar to organizing in the sense of trying to incorporate a multitude
of points of view that are really radical and challenging and scathing.
When I hear the word “objective” in terms of journalism, I’m always
skeptical because I don’t necessarily think that anything is objective,
so it was interesting for [Jessica Azulay] to talk about “objective” as
still a contested place —

JA: Our definition of “objective” is that we’re not involved, and that
we’re at least enough removed that our own interests aren’t wrapped
up in what gets said about that group in the media. 

MBS: I would say that the people who are most important to report on
the news are the people whose interests are actively wrapped up in the
issues and who are directly impacted by what’s going on. 

JA: I’m really tempted by that. Obviously, at The NewStandard, we
don’t really have that, but we do put people who are involved in issues
at the very front and center of the story, and we don’t let people speak
for other people. We seek out the most impacted people on a story and
portray their voices as the most important. 

So who should represent a given community? I really struggle with
this as a white, class-privileged media maker who sometimes
reports on marginalized communities that I’m not a part of. 
This brings up a lot of questions about insider/outsider status,
power dynamics … 
SK: That’s something that I struggle with. I find myself so often pur-
suing spokespeople from a certain organization or community that I
really want to cover, and I have difficulty reaching them, and I might
throw a tantrum and say, “What the hell? Don’t these people want
media coverage of their issue? Here I am wanting to give them cover-
age, and they’re being hard to reach! The least they could do is have
a good media strategy and make their press people available.” And I
have to stop myself and think about the power that I have and the
entitlement that I feel. If this is an organization that’s hard to reach,
maybe it’s because they’re all busy doing the work, and I need to have
more patience, I need to make more allowances. 

MBS: A lot of the work that Gay Shame has been doing recently is
about challenging the gentrification of Polk Street, a neighborhood
where San Francisco’s outcasts historically have come to find a place
to cope — really marginalized queers, trans women, disabled people,
people who can’t afford to rent an apartment for a month and runaway
kids. All of these people are being pushed out of the neighborhood in
favor of destinations for suburbanites. Our politics are not accessible
to most of the people in the neighborhood, who are marginalized to
such an extent that they would not think of doing direct action or very
much else other than daily needs of survival. We really come up
against this wall: How can we instigate — even though we in some
ways are involved in the neighborhood, we’re not necessarily involved
in the same ways, because of class privilege, because of privilege of a
more outsider, anarchist-leaning kind of identity, age, and … maybe it

1Which, we will have you know, features the work of LOUDmouth editors 
Stephanie Abraham, Irina Contreras and Jessica Hoffman.

Photo by Chris HammetSonali working with Afghan Mission Photo by S.F Gay Shame
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would seem, Oh, we’re queer and we’re marginalized [too], but we’re
not necessarily coming from the same cultures, politics, viewpoints
and life experiences. It’s been a real challenge to figure out ways to
intervene that are not also participating in the gentrification. 

If the question is, Should we only be reporting on communities
from the “inside” or is it OK to report from “outside,” maybe part
of the answer is, nobody’s a complete insider, and nobody’s a com-
plete outsider because all of our identities and communities are
complex?
MBS: That makes sense.

While I still think we still need to be conscious of power dynamics —
SK: When I’m interviewing somebody who is in a position of power, I’m
happy to be as hardass as possible. I will not give them the questions
that I’m going to ask beforehand. I’ll try to challenge them. But if I’m
talking to, say, a Katrina survivor, I go out of my way to put that per-
son at ease. I may even go as far as e-mailing them the questions I’m
going to ask them beforehand. I may ask them, is there any particular
issue that you feel must be raised in this interview? And I will make
sure it gets raised. You really want to allow the person that comes from
a community that has not historically had their voice heard the most
freedom to speak, the most time to speak. 

So, can journalism be a form of activism? 
SK: I think being an activist in today’s world in the United States can-
not be separated from addressing issues of the media. 

MBS: Definitely. I think all of the most important and interesting
reporting does take an angle that is about intervention as well as
information. For example, Flashpoints on KPFA. The way they are con-
sistently covering the violence in Palestine and in Haiti and in a few
other places that they come regularly back to — most reporting will
skirt for a second, like, Oh, here, today, here’s the bombing of Lebanon,
and then tomorrow Lebanon doesn’t exist. I think the way Flashpoints
consistently comes back to the same issues and 
follows them in an aggressive and action-oriented way does function
as activism.  

And activists have to be journalists because our work is not
being covered, and it will be disappeared from the media as soon as
we snap our fingers. Activists need to document our work as much as
possible because no one’s gonna do it for us. 

What do you make of the notion of “professional” versus “grass-
roots” or “citizen” journalism? 
SK: Technologically, the tools of professionals are so much more acces-
sible than they ever have been. The easy part of journalism is the pro-
fessional polish, and the hard part [is] the content. That brings up two
issues: one, that you put your emphasis on content, because that’s the
most important thing. But because the professional touch is so much
easier, there’s no excuse to not have it, unless you really are in a sit-
uation where it’s impossible. Commercial radio has a lot of listeners
because those things aren’t an issue. Listeners expect a polished
sound, [so] you have to have some emphasis on that. 

MBS: I like Sonali’s distinction between commercial journalism and
professional journalism because those two are often collapsed. We’re
told that the New York Times or CNN or NPR — that that’s profession-
al journalism, simply because they have the access, not necessarily
even to the tools, but to the monopoly — of ownership, or listener-
ship or readership. [But] I can’t read the New York Times or watch CNN
or listen to NPR. I might as well listen to the statement of the Bush
administration. 

For me, a professional standard is around not capitulating to
something like the media at the New York Times or NPR. When I turn
on Free Speech Radio News and they’re reporting on the Niger delta,
and they say, “How will this affect the price of oil?” — which hap-
pened! — to me that’s horrible and corrupt. It’s sustaining the same
kind of violence that you would hear on NPR. I don’t know if I would
use the word “professionalism,” but the rigor of the critique is what I

want to hear, where there’s the attention made to not making the same
mistake of mainstream media.

JA: For print journalists, the line that you have to have gone to jour-
nalism school and bla bla bla, I think that really hurts journalism
because in journalism school and working in corporate media you get
exactly what Mattilda was talking about — you might have a profes-
sional-looking product, but it’s crap. I don’t know if any of [The
NewStandard’s] writers have gone to journalism school. For me, that’s
a great advantage, because it means that we don’t have to unlearn the
he-said, she-said type of journalism or the mainstream definitions of
“balance” or “objectivity” or “bias.”

SK: I think there are ways in which NPR, for example, has set certain
standards for the way radio should sound. Usually that means you have
to be an older white [person] with a very nasal, uppity voice. You have
these conventional formats, for example, a news feature must have the
reporter’s voice, soundbite-narration-soundbite-narration, and then
conclusion. That’s the kind of radio journalism and approach to radio
journalism that really does cut out community voices. I’ve heard, for
example, on Pacifica, young people who don’t have a journalism back-
ground but who are technologically savvy — they go out and they
interview each other, they put a beat behind it, they transition from
an interview to a full-length hip hop song. I love that. 

Progressive and radical media makers are always talking about the
politics of audience — speaking to the choir, bringing our mes-
sages to a broader audience, etc. What do you make of those con-
versations?
MBS: I’m attempting to articulate a radical-queer anti-assimilationist
politic in as broad of venues as possible. Where I’ve really found a wall
is sort of the Left establishment media — say, The Nation, or even Z,
In These Times — that has no idea what [this politic] is. I’ve had a lot
more success with things like Bitch or Punk Planet or Clamor.

I try not to change the way I’m articulating a message for the
audience at all. It’s very important that what I’m writing is on my
terms or the terms of the people I’m writing about or editing, and not
on the terms of some abstract notion of “the audience.” 

JA: We came to [The NewStandard] feeling like we [had been] speak-
ing to people who totally agreed with us, and so we kind of wanted to
speak to people who didn’t, or people who were skeptical. So our for-
mat is a very popular format of hard news; it’s sort of like the corpo-
rate format, and we turned that on its head and stuck different infor-
mation in there, different voices, more rigorous fact-checking and dif-
ferent ideas about what a “balanced” or “objective” article is. It’s
something we think about all the time — trying to reach out beyond
ourselves and not use the language that we would necessarily use
because we don’t want to assume that our readers know what we’re
talking about, and so we take a more basic approach, using non-ideo-
logical language but still calling stuff out.

SK: The question is a profound one for the entire Left and the entire
alternative-media movement. What does it take to broaden our move-
ments, and how can we do that while keeping our politics as radical as
possible? I’m not sure I know the answer to that. 

MBS: The notion of speaking to people who agree — there’s not that
audience, necessarily, for my work. I think reaching as broad an audi-
ence as possible is crucial, but what I think is equally crucial is to be
speaking from the margins and articulating outsider voices that are
generally being silenced.

Jessica H. feels honored to have collaborated with Jessica A, Mattilda and
Sonali on various indie-media projects.
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By Daniel Bede Dumont 

H ART, Mich. — Emilia Lombardi, although volunteering her
time all year as the Camp Trans media coordinator, wasn’t
even planning on going to Michigan this year. She lives

seven-plus hours away and works full time, and spending the time and
money for a trip spent mostly in her car was not appealing. Also dis-
couraging was that her application for a workshop on transgender
issues at the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival (MWMF) had not
received any response. This was hardly surprising, since transwomen
are explicitly unwelcome at the festival, but it was one more reason
not to go. 

However, on Aug. 8, two days into the festival, Emilia got a call
from fellow Camp Trans organizer Jessica Snodgrass, a female-born per-
son1 who has worked for two years with the “yellow armbands,” a
group of MWMF attendees advocating for trans-inclusion from within
the festival. “Your workshop is on the board for Friday, can you make
it?” was her message. Emilia called in to work, arranged transportation
and arrived Thursday, two days after receiving the call. The next morn-
ing, she and Lorrraine (spelled with 3 r’s) Donaldson, a transwoman
and this year’s Camp Trans strategy coordinator, approached the
entrance to the festival. At the gate they did what Camp Trans organ-
izers have been doing for years — explained that they are trans and
tried to buy tickets. In past years, the festival box office has produced
a printed copy of the womyn-born-womyn policy and refused entrance.
But this year the volunteer at the gate checked in on the radio with
someone, then asked “cash or credit?” Lorrraine and Emilia bought
tickets — the first tickets to go to out transgender women in the 30-
year history of the festival. 

At the festival they gave the apparently officially sanctioned
“Transgender Workshop” to an audience of 50 to 60 people. The focus

was simple: Each participant received an index card and was asked to
write her response to two questions, “What would you be happy about
if transwomen were allowed to come to the festival?” and “What would
you be scared of if transwomen were allowed to come to the festival?”
They spent 90 minutes discussing the feelings of the women present. 

“We were really surprised by how positive the atmosphere was,”
Emilia explained after the workshop. “There were a few women who
had very strong reservations and concerns, but there was none of the
outright hostility that we’re used to getting treated with. It was a real-
ly great experience overall.” After the workshop, Emilia and Lorrraine
worked in the kitchen with other attendees, caught a 
couple of performances, then headed back to Camp Trans to share the
good news. 

Unfortunately, the celebration was short-lived. The next day,
written communication arrived from Lisa Vogel, the founder and pro-
ducer of the festival, clarifying that while it was the policy of MWMF
not to police the gender of any attendee, the stated purpose remains
to create a space for womyn-born womyn only. Vogel requested that
Camp Trans organizers and other trans women respect that intention
and not violate the space. 

“Does this [change in ticket sales policies] represent a change
in the Festival’s commitment to womyn-born womyn space? No,” says
Vogel. “If a transwoman purchased a ticket, it represents nothing more
than that [womon] choosing to disrespect the stated intention of this
Festival.” In a strange adjustment in tactics, the festival now stands
as a place where out transwomen are allowed to attend, may have pos-
itive experiences while attending, are likely even to be welcomed by
other attendees, but are officially not welcome to attend according to
the organizers. 

These events are perhaps as confusing or insulting as exciting,
but the shift from no admittance to reluctant admittance of
transwomen is significant. The Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival
(MWMF) is a large national feminist gathering where the definition of
“woman” and “woman-only space” has been publicly called into ques-
tion, and a major shift in the policy of this event may reflect changes
in the broader feminist community. While the 50 to 60 attendees of
the transgender workshop represent a sliver of the estimated 4,000
attendees of the festival, the very fact that Lorrraine and Emilia were
allowed onto the land to advocate for trans inclusion and to partici-
pate in other parts of the festival’s activities is a huge victory. It rep-
resents a major shift in the attitudes and comfort levels of attendees,
who used to greet out transwomen by shouting “Man on the Land!” as
they would when male workers would come to empty Porta-Potties. 

Many have questioned the significance of this event — why
bother with a controversy over admission to a music festival? It’s not
cheap to get in, it’s hardly accessible in the backwoods of Michigan,
and only about 4,000 of the millions of women in this country attend
it each year. Why is it worth our attention with so many other things
going on in the world? Who is this issue really relevant to beyond
women who want to take a vacation in the woods to listen to music?

While the festival itself has limited relevance, the controversy
surrounding its policy is important because it is, unfortunately, one of
many concrete places where mainstream feminists show a disinterest
in and lack of support for the issues of transgender women. If MWMF
was the only feminist event that didn’t include transgender women in
its definition of women, if it was the only women’s group that was
silent about and ignorant of the oppression of transwomen, if

1 When I say “female born person,” I mean any individual whose body was identi-
fied as a female body when they were born. This includes people who are women,
dykes, FTM, intersex, butches, etc. When I say “transwomen” I mean any individual
who was identified male at birth and now self-identifies as a woman. This includes
people who are MTF, intersex, and many other variations on that theme.

Photo by Jessica Snodgrass
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silent about and ignorant of the oppression of transwomen, if
transwomen were being amply supported in other existing networks of
women’s communities and organizations, then the policy at MWMF
would not be so meaningful.

This controversy also has relevance because it is rooted in
dynamics of safety and privilege in our communities that have broad
implications. Most feminists are familiar with the idea of safer spaces
where we get away from messages/systems/people that are racist, sex-
ist, ableist and more. We need these spaces to heal, pool resources and
define ourselves without having to deal with those who exploit and
dehumanize us. However, while safe spaces, like identity groups, have
utility they also have limitations and fuzzy boundaries. The very con-
cept of “safety” can be problematic. Each “safe space” feels different
to each person based on how she is treated by other people in the
community. No “safe space” is completely free from oppressive dynam-
ics, and sometimes the idea of “safety” is used as an excuse to reject
ideas and individuals that are uncomfortable. Safety is intimately con-
nected to privilege and entitlement, and so it can be helpful to eval-
uate how much safety, for whom and at whose expense? Who has the
power to define who is a threat? 

Clearly for the organizers of the MWMF, the festival is a safe
space for female-born people, and transgender women are so different
and threatening that they cannot enjoy this safe women’s space with-
out making others feel unsafe. But what exactly is the threat? Emi
Koyama gives acute insight into this issue in an article called Whose
Feminism is it Anyway? The Unspoken Racism of the Trans Inclusion
Debate: 

… To argue that transsexual women should not enter the Land
because their experiences are different would have to assume
that all other women’s experiences are the same, and this is a
racist assumption. Even the argument that transsexual women
have experienced some degree of male privilege should not bar
them from our communities once we realize that not all women
are equally privileged or oppressed. To suggest that the safety
of the Land would be compromised overlooks, perhaps inten-
tionally, ways in which women can act out violence and dis-
crimination against each other.

Transwomen do have different experiences and a certain complicated
experience of gender privilege. Transwomen are likely to have avoided
the early experiences of female-born women that often include mes-
sages about our female bodies being disgusting, dirty and weak.
Transwomen are likely to have been taught as children to be assertive,
entitled leaders, to speak loudly and take up space, an opposite mes-
sage from the subordinance that female-born girls are taught, and one
that can imbue useful lifeskills. Female-born people have our own
experiences, and deserve separate space as much as any group. 

However, full-blown exclusion is not the only option. Are these
differences truly so significant that all transwomen need to be exclud-
ed from the entire 650 acres for all seven days in order for 
the space to remain “safe” Vogel stated, “supporting womyn-born
womyn space is no more inherently transphobic than supporting
womyn-of-color space is racist.” However, she did not state a reason
why we cannot “support womyn-born-womyn space” by setting up

space within the festival similar to that of the Women of Color tent.
What, besides transphobia, makes these privileges/differences more
threatening than the many others among women?

Perhaps part of the threat is how transwomen reveal the com-
plicated experience of gender privilege that female-born women have
— that of not being transgender. Female-born women can enjoy their
womanhood as their “natural” state and are not diagnosed with a men-
tal disorder for being women. Transgender people experience merciless
hostility and ridicule for our gender identities throughout our lives,
from family, friends and community leaders, including some feminists.
This is an important dynamic to address. If the MWMF organizers are,
as Vogel states in her most recent press release, “leaders and support-
ers of trans-solidarity work,” then where is the trans-solidarity work at
MWMF? How is the identity of female-born women being problematized
and questioned by the festival organizers? Why do they not even both-
er to publicly post their definition of “woman” on their website,
www.michfest.com, so that everyone knows who is welcome? How are
they ensuring that MWMF is not a place where non-trans privileges are
naturalized and taken for granted? In continuing to call it simply a
“women’s” space when it is not for all women, they perpetuate the
myth that female-born women are the “true,” “real” women who
deserve to police the boundaries of women’s spaces. This does not
move us forward in the struggle to end sexism, and it does not keep
anyone “safe.” 

Unfortunately, the policy at MWMF is representative of the larg-
er women’s movement — trans women are not made to feel welcome,
differences between trans- and female-born women are exaggerated,
transphobia is unchallenged and misunderstood, transgender people
are treated as if our issues were identical to and contained within
queer issues, “woman” always implies “female-born” and resources and
spaces “for women” are not shared with women of trans experiences.
Our communities are separate and not equal. This has a negative
impact on both trans- and female-born feminist communities, but par-
ticularly on trans communities, which are so small and ill-equipped to
deal with the violence and discrimination 
that we face in housing, employment, health-care, hate crimes and
other day-to-day survival issues. It is ridiculous to pretend that the
trans community can, should or will flourish in isolation, without the
support of some of our most obvious allies, female-born feminists.
Trans people are in need of these allies and resources, and it is count-
er-productive for feminists to use language of “safety” to excuse turn-
ing a blind eye. 

Daniel is a 25-year-old genderqueer transexual who gets excited about person-
al-political organizing, oil paints, bicycling and cooking. Please send communi-
cation to: ddumont@lifeworksmentoring.org

Read more:.Emi Koyama’s article 
http://eminism.org/readings/pdf-rdg/whose-feminism.pdf.MWMF Press Release 
http://eminism.org/michigan/20060822-mwmf.txt .Camp Trans Press Release 
http://camp-trans.org 

CT Organizers 2006. Photo by Dana Goldstein.

CT peeps eatin vegan spaghetti. Photo by Dana Goldstein.
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Compiled by Emilia Lombardi 

From the Camp Trans website
(http://www.camptrans.squarespace.com/short-history-of-camp-trans/):

1973 Beth Elliot is to perform at the West Coast Lesbian Conference,
but members of the San Francisco chapter of the Daughters of Bilitis
(DOB) identify her as the transwoman who attempted to join their
chapter. They then lead a group to push her off the stage. In response
to the vote to deny Beth’s membership in the S.F. DOB, the editorial
staff of the DOB newspaper, Sisters, walk out, offering this statement:
“We are disgusted that any lesbian has the audacity to judge the sex-
uality of another sister. And so we resign.”

1976 First Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival

1977 Olivia Records is the only record company producing music with
explicit lesbian/women-centered content, and as such is struggling to
break even financially. Protestors force the label to fire Sandy Stone
when it becomes known that she is a transsexual. Stone publishes in
1987 The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto.

1991 Nancy Burkholder comes out to others as trans within the
Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival. Festival security questions her about
this and escorts her out to the road in the middle of the night; she has
to find her own way back to town. The next year a small group of
women set up a table within the festival in order to educate other fes-
tival-goers about this incident and to educate people on trans and
gender issues. 

1993 Nancy Burkholder and other transwomen are escorted out by fes-
tival security when they try to hold workshops again; they decide to
hold the workshops in a clearing across from the festival.

1994 Camp Trans begins. (This was the last time anyone actively met
to protest the festival’s anti-transwoman policies. [except for a small
demonstration in 1995] until 1999.)

1999 Son of Camp Trans was initiated by Rikki Wilchins and the
Transsexual Menance. While this event brought the issue to people's
attention once again the actions used was criticized by other
transwomen.

2003 Camp Trans returns with new organizers and a desire to refocus
on the inclusion of ALL transwomen within the Michigan Womyn’s
Music Festival.

From Camp-trans.org: 
Camp Trans is an annual gathering of trans people and their allies in Michigan
with the intent of:.Protesting the exclusion of trans women from women-only spaces, most

notably the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival;.Building a trans-inclusive community that is welcoming and safe for all;.Empowering the next generation of activists to fight for trans issues
locally through organizer trainings, workshops and leadership
development; and.Advocating for the inclusion of trans issues in progressive, queer and
feminist movements by building coalitions with supportive organizations
and bringing attention to local campaigns.
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By Sheana Ochoa

A
self-proclaimed truth-seeker, Stephanie Bowen started off at CNN
working on Crossfire, the predecessor to the political talking-heads
show. She remained at CNN from 1990 to 2001, gathering and plan-

ning news and producing. Disheartened with the business of commercial
broadcast news, Stephanie moved on to other news outlets from working at
KCET to advocacy journalism with the ACLU. She recently landed her journal-
istic expertise in the communications department at International Medical
Corps, a humanitarian aid organization, where she finds reporting is finally
balanced between telling the news and selling the news. 

You once said you went into journalism because you wanted to tell the
truth, but it seems that after you became a journalist you discovered
there were politics to truth.
I was at CNN, and I was working with someone who was covering Arnold
Schwarzenegger’s campaign. I was watching the speech come in. And I was
taking notes and picking sound bites for her. And she said, “OK, those sound
bites are good,” and then she called me back a half hour later. This was a
good reporter whom I trusted, but she came back and said, “Let’s use this
quote that Fox [Network] is using.” There’s such a worry about someone else
scooping you, or someone having something you don’t. I don’t know why she
made the decision to go with this other quote, but that’s what everyone used
that day. 

News is more about decisions people make than about telling the truth.
When you were at CNN, who decided what was news?
It was a combination of who decided what we ultimately did. Reporters and
producers. And it depended on the political climate of the company. Like any
big company you get people that are in charge that think they know: senior
executive producers, executive producers, supervising producers. 

Men have traditionally dominated news reporting. What was your experi-
ence with gender in the business? 
CNN had a lot of strong women. Men definitely had more power, but there
were the standouts. The women that moved up the ranks in management, a
lot of them took on “male” personalities. Here’s a little anecdote: I’m a sen-
sitive person. I’ve been known to cry on certain occasions; that’s how I
relieve my stress. One time I was very frustrated with how things were going,
and my boss and I were having a conversation in his office — doors closed,
no one else around — and I started to cry. He told me crying at work was
very unprofessional. Later down the road, I had a male supervisor who just
had these temper tantrums. One time he threw a phone across the office. No
one told him he was unprofessional for throwing a phone across the office,
but I was made to feel bad for crying. I felt there definitely was a double
standard. 

Going back to the women that made it up the ranks, you 
said they had “male” personalities. Do you mean they had aggressive
behavior?
It definitely seemed like these women adjusted their way of working to fit in
with the good ole boys’ network. I was lucky to have pretty good female boss-
es, but I know all of them were not that way. There were a lot of women that
didn’t support other women. I suppose they felt that they worked so hard to
get where they were, that they weren’t going to let that spot be taken away
by someone else. So they didn’t mentor young women coming up the ranks.

How do you think the news would change if women were mainly decid-
ing what is news?
You’re going to find differences between a network newscast versus a place
like CNN or MSNBC versus the New York Times versus Newsweek magazine.
Network news and, say, the New York Times have been around a long time and
are vested in the way they do things. You need people from different gen-
ders, different socio-economic backgrounds, to bring you the news because
everyone has a different perspective. But we’re in 2006, and how much

hoopla was made of Katie Couric being the first female anchorwoman on a
network newscast? But in terms of what ends up on the news, so much of the
decisions made are business decisions, what is going to sell the newspapers,
what’s going to keep people watching. “This photo of the shuttle landing is
great. Let’s put that on the front page.” When you’re sitting there, especial-
ly at a 24-hour news station, you’re watching your competition all day long.
They’re leading with that story, OK, we’ll lead with that story. No one wants
their decision to drop the ratings. And it’s very complicated in television news
to tell the whole story. We always used to say it’s our job to get them inter-
ested enough to go read a newspaper. As broadcast journalists we would sort
of justify our truncated coverage. You only have so much time, people that
are watching TV have short attention spans. 

Eventually, you left CNN?
After CNN I worked on a show called California Connected on KCET. I was the
producer of what we called Get Connected Minutes which was geared toward
letting people know about propositions on the ballot or a community event
so they could participate in their own governance. Then I went to the Dennis
Miller Show, where I booked guests. That’s a staple of broadcast news: talk-
ing heads that fill the air. It doesn’t take a lot of money because you don’t
go out, shoot video, interview someone, put together a nice package. One of
the reasons why talk shows are so abundant is because they’re cheap. At CNN
I started out on Crossfire, which was a political-debate show and was really
the beginning of political talk and the Left versus the Right. Now, every cable
news station has the pundits and talking heads sparring with each other. It’s
all heat and no light. Yeah, the sparks are flying, but what are we really learn-
ing? 

Currently you’re working in communications at a humanitarian-aid organ-
ization, and now, you’re in a position where you need to get the news to
take notice of you. How does it differ from what you used to do?
I’m working for an organization where we want news coverage. We’re in areas
of great conflict throughout the world, and there are just certain things that
we can’t talk about because we need to keep the people working for us safe.
It’s been quite an adjustment because as a former producer I know what news
organizations want, but I can’t always give it to them. Some countries have
very tricky political situations. We come in and say we don’t care about your
politics. We just want to help people obtain healthcare, nutrition, whatever
they need that the conflict is keeping from them. But oftentimes, news out-
lets want to cover the politics. So there are times when we choose not to be
involved with a particular news story. The best time for us to get coverage is
right at the beginning of a disaster or conflict because that’s when the media
is there. After that, other than anniversary pieces, it gets very hard to get
coverage. 

Getting back to your identification of being a truth seeker, do you think
the truth is more reliable in stories that come out of your current job as
opposed to when you used to be in broadcast news?
Ask me in 10 years. I spent 15 years as a broadcast journalist, and I’m 10
months into this job and I’m inherently an optimistic person. The one thing
that I can say and what will probably be true 10 years from now, is the sto-
ries that we tell at International Medical Corps are all about real people who
are struggling. It’s a different level of truth. It’s much more about humanity
at its most simple level. It can be more difficult because you see the kind of
suffering that’s really going on out there, but you also see people every day
making a difference. Even though, yeah, we are a business and we do want
people to donate so we can provide more programs. It doesn’t matter if you’re
a nonprofit or not, but the material that we’re working with speaks to my
truth more. These people need healthcare, these people need food; they
deserve the right to be safe. It’s all boiled down to basic human interaction. 

Sheana is a freelance writer and teacher in Los Angeles.

Selling the News
an interview with veteran broadcast news journalist Stephanie Bowen
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Mirroring Media
Scrutiny on 
Sexual Assault
By Crystal Irby

I n high-profile sexual-assault cases, the media
acts as the court of public opinion by perpetu-
ating myths about the parties involved. Image

in these cases is everything. Deeply rooted in sex-
ism, images determine whether or not the accuser is
worthy of being a victim or whether the accused
qualifies as a perpetrator. These perceptions are cho-
sen by the media as a way to portray a woman in a
certain light. Both reinforce the myth that the phys-
ical crime of rape is relegated to a specific time and
location, regardless of the facts of what occurred.
Because juries are composed of the public, the myths
and images disguised by the media as truth can be
hard to shake in a court of law. 

It took me a long time to identify myself as
a victim of sexual assault because of my relationship
with my attacker and the way in which it occurred.
Neither my attacker nor I fit the profiles of victim or
perpetrator I constantly saw in the media. My attack-
er was someone I knew and had been alone with late
at night on several occasions. I never screamed dur-
ing the rape. My attack was the opposite of every-
thing I had learned about sexual assault through the
media. Furthermore, I am an intelligent, independ-
ent, strong black woman. I believed I was too smart
to put myself in a situation to be raped. As a sexu-
al-assault/domestic-violence community educator I
didn’t think I was vulnerable to rape. Over and over
again I was bombarded with the notion that it’s in a
woman’s power to prevent sexual assault if she makes
smart choices. I not only questioned whether or not
I was raped but believed that if I had been, it had
been my fault. I mirrored the scrutiny I saw in the
media. 

The press consistently scrutinizes the deci-
sions made by the victim, while those of the perpe-
trator take the backseat. During the Mike Tyson rape
trial, media reports focused their coverage on the
victim’s decision to go to Tyson’s hotel room at 2:30
a.m. The presumption is that she agreed to sex by
entering his hotel room at 2:30 a.m., which in turn

assumes Tyson’s innocence. Four years after Tyson was convicted, I vol-
unteered as a sexual-assault community educator in Florida. Many high
school students I spoke with held the belief that Tyson was innocent
because the victim chose to go to his hotel room at an “inappropriate”
hour. Several so-called Black leaders stigmatized 
the accuser as a bitter woman who accused Tyson because he did not
walk her downstairs after they had sex. Thus, her media image 
was reduced to a woman trying to tear down a successful 
black man. 

In high-profile heterosexual-rape cases, the media’s choice to
focus on aspects of the accuser’s “sexually deviant” past perpetuates
sexism in the judicial system. Where sexism exists, privilege is also
being exercised. Although the media’s focal point is not the fault of
the accused, they become the benefactors of male privilege in the
press. When NBA golden boy Kobe Bryant was accused of rape, the
media instantly delved into the accuser’s past, despite District
Attorney Mark Hurlbert’s plea to respect the victim’s privacy. Naming
her dog Mariah (after singer Mariah Carey) and trying out for American
Idol became indictments on her character. She was painted as a sexu-
ally promiscuous star-struck opportunist hurling an accusation of rape
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at a rich man to get paid. The focus was shifted from the crime to the
victim’s character and desire for a certain class status via pop culture.
The media’s classist reporting in cases of sexual assault stretches
across racial lines. 

When the accuser and accused are from different 
socio-economic backgrounds such as in the cases of Kobe Bryant and
William Kennedy Smith, much media attention is given to the accuser’s
lifestyle. In the case of Smith, much was made of his family name and
status. Conversely, the attention paid to the accuser focused on the
fact that she was a single mother who was in a bar. She was ultimate-
ly described in the media as “a poor single mother looking for sex 
in a bar.” 

The media’s obsession with an accuser’s past reinforces the idea
of victimhood as a status reserved for only those who earn it through
a “clean” reputation. In many of these cases, there is little that a
woman financially burdened, single and/or with children can do to
sway public opinion. Although rape shield laws introduced in the ’70s
bar scrutiny of the victim’s past from entering the court, they do not
prevent the media from reporting information that is irrelevant to the
question of guilt or innocence. Thus, the media wields the power to
prejudice the public and humiliate the victim. 

As a black woman living in America, I am well aware of how the
accusation of rape has been used to destroy the lives of individuals and
communities. In January 1923, Rosewood, a small black town in
Florida, was destroyed and the majority of its residents killed after a
white woman claimed that a black man had raped her. Later the alle-
gation was found to be false. Eight years after Rosewood, nine black
boys were accused by two white women and taken to Scottsboro, Ala.,
to stand trial. One of the women later recanted her story. Eventually
all the Scottsboro boys were released but not before spending at least
seven years in prison. Having been born and raised in the South, I am
all too familiar with how the threat of a rape accusation looms over a
young black man involved with a young white woman [if their relation-
ship is discovered.] However, there must be a way to acknowledge
racism without silencing victims and feeding into the media’s degrada-
tion of the accused. 

Although my case would not have made national news, I’m cer-
tain that if I had pressed charges, I would have, on some level, suf-
fered judgment, scrutiny and humiliation due to the myths perpetuat-
ed by the mass media. For the sake of men and women, we must break
down the notion that a rapist is always a man incapable of controlling
his sexual desire — lurking in parking lots, hiding in bushes, or climb-
ing in windows in the wee hours of the morning. The media chooses to
deal with cases by adding racism, classism and celebrity to the crime
as a tool to perpetuate fear. If we are serious about honestly attack-
ing the crime of rape, we have to create a space in which money, clean-
cut images and agreeing to be alone with an individual after a certain
time of day doesn’t equate to consensual sex. Instead of exploiting the
situation, the media should take the opportunity to educate and push
the public to think about myths that have been ingrained in us as
beliefs. Our society has bred a rape myth that causes us to fear and
distrust one another and therefore engage in a constant battle — men
against women, black against white — and the truth of what actually
occurs becomes obsolete in a world of -isms and media analysis based
on myths. What is reported in the media is what serves as “collective
memory” and has crept into our own psyche as truth. 

Crystal is a writer/poet/actress/activist living in Los Angeles who moonlights
as a receptionist. For comments, questions or open dialogue contact her: crys-
talirby@hotmail.com.
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By Christine Petit

T he Magazine Project is made up of a community of volunteers
who work to combat the negative messages in magazines tar-
geted at girls and women at the source. To do this, volunteers

stuff magazines with messages meant to encourage a positive self-
image and to draw attention to the ways popular magazines and the
institutions behind them undermine this. With the help of Raedy Ping
and other online friends from the message board for punk record label
Plan-It-X Records, Ty Hendrickson got the ball rolling by launching the
Magazine Project website and compiling artwork and literature on body
image and the harmful role of teen magazines. Interested volunteers
register online, are mailed free sets of girl-positive artwork and writ-
ings and then go to work making copies of the inserts and stuffing
them into magazines at stores in their neighborhoods. Ty and Raedy
tell us more about the project:

CP: How does the Magazine Project's message differ from other
media outlets out there?
TH: I think that a lot of media outlets — actually, most of the media
outlets — try and reinforce the opposite message that the Magazine
Project tries to get across. They try to say that individuality is bad
unless it conforms in some way or another to society’s “preferred”
images and standards. Most mainstream media’s prominent message is
“do this, or you’ll be left behind.” There are all of these unrealistic,
unhealthy and just genuinely unsatisfying messages being shot at peo-
ple who really need to hear just the opposite. The Magazine Project
tries to help provide an alternative to what most people get from the
mainstream media, and we use the widespread publication of teen
magazines to help us get our message out to a wider audience.

Why do you choose the tactics you do (e.g., stuffing magazines
with “subversive” messages) over others?
TH: The Magazine Project borrows its “style” of action from the Riot
Grrrl movement and their ways of getting their messages to the public
by placing them in public places — really getting the message to peo-
ple and putting it where not everyone would look. People who read
teen magazines aren’t always the ones who are thinking that the mag-
azines are a problem and that something needs to be done. Most of the
members and volunteers of the project are people who used to read
teen magazines avidly and, some way or another, started thinking more
critically about the content of the magazines they were reading. 

RP: It’s very direct and there is actually a chance that girls or women
will see our stuff and realize that what they are reading in the maga-
zines is total B.S. I could have used seeing something like this when
I was younger. I don’t really consider the messages to be subversive;
they’re more like positive messages. I guess they are subversive, con-
sidering that the magazines we are putting them in mostly want
women to feel bad about themselves.

What's it like to actually go in and stuff the magazines? Any tips
for first-time “stuffers?”
RP: I used to be pretty nervous about it, but generally people don’t
care what you are doing. It’s pretty easy to do it without anyone notic-
ing. Just make sure you don’t see any employees or whatever looking
at you. Pretend like you are reading magazines and just do it really
casually and slowly. I like to stick close to the floor when I’m actual-
ly doing it. So just kneel and act like you are reading. Chances are no
one cares what you are doing and I would doubt that this is illegal.
Even if it is, no one is going to punish you. So maybe you’ll get banned
from Borders. You’ll live.

Christine (activistgrrrl@gmail.com) is looking for a stuffing partner in the
L.A. area. Any volunteers?

For more information and to become a volunteer visit: magazineproject.org.
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magazineproject.org www.calstatela.edu/usu/loudmouth
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By Torence Powell

Ioften find myself at a moral crossroads with regard to satirical com-
edy. As a progressive-minded activist, I am consciously analyzing
even the most mundane of images and opinions thrown my way

through the course of a normal day. Satire, by its very definition, is
intended to be a controversial parody of the difficult, absurd and often-
times ignored aspects of our lives and collective cultures.

It’s largely because of the complexities of comedic satire (as
well as the nature of the work I do as a diversity affairs director) that
I was simultaneously excited by and apprehensive at the thought of
Aaron McGruder’s The Boondocks comic strip becoming Cartoon
Network’s latest risqué venture on their mature-audience-oriented
Adult Swim segment. I have long been a fan of McGruder’s use of Huey
and Riley Freeman, two young black boys from the inner-city of
Chicago, to illustrate the cultural barriers that still exist between the
numerous fragmented segments of our society. Whether addressing
racial/ethnic tensions, challenging normative perceptions of beauty
and gender roles, or poking fun at the latest absurdity from the Bush
Administration, the Freeman family and their supporting cast of char-
acters could always be counted upon to deliver a laugh or two.

The show’s basic plot line centers on the unlikely and often-
times ridiculous adventures of the two Riley boys and their grandfather
Robert Freeman (or “Granddad”, as he’s typically called), who have just
moved to the Chicago suburb of Woodcrest. Woodcrest, a stereotypical
“white flight” community, is everything the Freeman family is not —
upper-echelon, refined and politically conservative. Through the course
of the first season, the Freeman family is intimately involved in sever-
al significant events in the black community — from the trial of R.
Kelley for his much-publicized sex acts to the portrayal of an alternate
reality where Martin Luther King Jr. doesn’t die after being shot, but
instead awakens from a coma in the year 2000. In these episodes, they
witness the events taking place, discuss them at home and decide to
attend the trials. Once there, they are interviewed on television and
eventually testify as well.

The storytelling provides plenty of “wow” moments, when the
viewers find themselves asking “Did they just say what I think they
said?” These scenes oftentimes revolve around existing ethnic and gen-
der-specific stereotypes; the opening line for one episode, for exam-
ple, is “Here’s something that black people have known for hundreds
of years … niggas are crazy.” In another episode, Granddad Freeman
meets and falls for a woman who is obviously a prostitute, oblivious to
his grandsons’ assertions that she’s not long-term relationship materi-
al.

The material is built upon the backs of comedic groundbreak-
ers like Chris Rock and Richard Pryor, and in the spirit of these two
comedians features gratuitous use of the word nigga. In the episode
“Granddad’s Fight,” for example, the writers introduce “a Nigga
Moment,” which is defined as “a moment when ignorance overwhelms
the mind of an otherwise logical Negro male, causing him to act in an
illogical, self-destructive manner.”

Cartoons have long been used as a vehicle for social commen-
tary and expression of very adult themes, and have oftentimes found
success in pushing the limits in ways that normal television can’t. The
Simpsons and South Park, for example, have demonstrated 
staying power and broadcast longevity not often seen in today’s 
reality-TV-heavy programming. These two shows are oftentimes indis-
criminate in their depiction of complex and controversial issues, prefer-
ring to not display a social or political bias by highlighting the contra-
dictions and airing the “dirty laundry” of political liberals and conser-
vatives, feminists and religious fundamentalists, whites and people of
color. What distinguishes Boondocks from the Simpsons and South Park
is largely that there is a definite message to be taken from most of the

episodes.
In the episode “Granddad’s Fight,” for example, the perpetua-

tion of black-on-black violence is challenged through a humorous
retelling of Granddad’s run-in with a “cantankerous” old blind man.
Throughout the course of the segment, we see that their reasons for
fighting are ridiculous. Rather than perpetuating cycles of violence,
the viewers see that it would be more rational to just walk away. In
the R. Kelley trial episode, the notions of justice and wealth/fame as
well as the taboo of interracial relationships are questioned — the all-
black jury turns a blind eye to prosecutor Thomas DuBois’ overwhelm-
ing evidence against R. Kelley because of their love for Kelley’s music
coupled with the fact that DuBois is a black man married to a white
woman.

The question is not whether the Boondocks is worth watching
— there is enough material, both subtle and overt, to keep a diversi-
ty educator such as myself using the show’s themes as discussion exer-
cises for a very long time — but whether these kernels of insight get
through to enough of the viewers to justify the means with which
they’re delivered. 

The R. Kelley episode, for example, features a brawl between
uncouth Kelley supporters and black intellectuals protesting against
Kelley, highlighting the rift between working-class blacks and their
more educated brethren. While it’s fairly easy for some to understand
that the extreme representations of working-class blacks are not the
norm, others who lack a connection with the black community may
take the show’s depictions as normative. If the message is thus being
lost through the same method that was supposed to make it more
palatable, is the show doing more harm than good?

Conversely, even if the depictions of African Americans cause
them to be misrepresented to non-blacks, it does not necessarily
diminish the potential gains to be had for African Americans. In other
words, we should not be so careful about airing our dirty laundry that
we potentially miss out on the opportunity to laugh at our own short-
comings.

I spent the better part of four hours discussing these very same
concepts with a group of students on my campus not too long ago,
with very few definitive conclusions. There is always the very real fear
that you are being misrepresented as well as the attitude of defiance
that says “to hell with what other people think.” 

While I didn’t share my personal feelings with my students, I
tend to err on the “to hell with what others think” side. Members of
underrepresented groups (women and men of color, LGBTQ people,
those with physical limitations, etc.) are frequently united in the
shared experience of being the spokespeople for their identity. Many of
us spend exorbitant amounts of time countering stereotypes and
patiently explaining each facet of our identity that others misunder-
stand. A show like the Boondocks should not be looked upon as yet
another vehicle for those who don’t understand the intricacies of the
black community, but rather as an outlet for those who do.

Yet the important thing with respect to the Boondocks and
political satire in general is continuous critical evaluation of what you
see and how it affects you. All viewers should examine this show, as
well as any other form of media, with a critical eye, looking for the
underlying themes and meanings. If more people did just that, we could
all laugh together. But of course, this need to critically evaluate what
we see and hear is the moral of nearly every episode of the Boondocks,
reflecting the failure of many in our society to actually do so. 

As Huey said at the closing of one episode, “I did battle with
ignorance today … and ignorance won …”

Torence (torence_powell@redlands.edu) graduated from Cal State L.A. in 2003.
He currently works at the University of Redlands as the assistant director of
Diversity Affairs. 

                          



Consumer Culture Spawns
Feminism Lite
By Mary M. Dalton

T hough generally open-minded, I can be downright opinionat-
ed about things I hold near and dear, things like the term
“feminist” and all it conveys and other things like the trendy,

mainstream term “post-feminist.” 
”Feminist” is a term I understand. I am one. I embrace femi-

nism as a locus for understanding and undoing all –isms — from sex-
ism to racism to heterosexism to classism to ageism to sizeism. The
work is valuable and ongoing. That’s part of the reason I take such
exception to the term “post-feminism,” which seems to me nothing
more than a sort of feminism lite ... L-I-T-E. Post-feminism, to me, is
largely a media-driven concept fueled by consumer culture through
fashion magazines and recent sitcoms like Sex and the City.

Post-feminists seem to think that just because the occasional
female character in an action-adventure flick can kick butt in a big-
screen extravanganza, women have made it and there is no reason to
critique masculine narrative structures or the male domination of the
Hollywood industry producing the films. Media feeds us these images,
but there have been other models, feminist models, that make me feel
a sort of nostalgia for earlier icons. I yearn, for example for the days
when Norma Rae put her own and her family’s safety at risk on the 
big screen to organize for improved conditions for all workers in a rural
textile mill. Post-feminists seem to think that all of the issues 
that concern feminists don’t really affect them because they, 
post-feminists, have already arrived and are living large. Post-feminists
are playing out their version of the American Dream in $400 stiletto
heels while yammering about their right to buy what they want when
they want it, and they seem to equate personal buying power with
something larger and more transformative than the bourgeois preoccu-
pation it really is. 

Sexual freedom and reproductive health have long been con-

cerns of feminists in the context of establishing and protecting rights
for everyone, but the hedonistic and even selfish focus on sex in post-
feminist discourses not only shifts attention away from other impor-
tant collective concerns, it also seems to narrow rather than expand
the power and meaning of sexual expression. If it weren’t so tragic, it
would seem ironic to me. 

I guess it might be a mistake for me to call it feminism 
lite because that makes the movement seem harmless. While neither
feminism nor post-feminism are monolithic terms, I think 
post-feminism’s general focus on the individual and on petty personal
matters defines that discursive thread, and it is a focus far more dan-
gerous than the term “lite” conveys. 

If younger women follow the glossy media model and abandon
grassroots organizing and social activism in favor of instant 
self-gratification, social-justice movements will be harmed. The stakes
are too high to give up the term feminist, and until the old issues have
been resolved, there is no place in my vocabulary for post-feminism.

Mary is an associate professor of communication at Wake Forest University, media
critic for Voices and Viewpoints on WFDD-FM and a documentary filmmaker.
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Hide and Seeking Feminisms
By Stephanie Moreno Contreras

I feel that most women do consider themselves to be feminists
even if they officially remain undecided. Rather, it is a lack of
interest and acknowledgement in the media and in the commu-

nity I live in that hide the existence of feminism. 
This is my viewpoint as a 21-year-old, fourth-generation

Mexican American girl living in the San Fernando Valley.
Most of the women I know around my age will identify them-

selves as feminist before actually thinking about what it means. And
these people don’t necessarily engage in an effort to communicate in
a way that promotes feminism. I work in a galleria and observe the
people who come in. I hear teenage girls and boys call each other
“bitch” and “slut” because it’s fashionable. Then I feel, too, that many
of the middle-aged women who come into the galleria have a miscon-
ception of feminism, like it’s about fighting for the right to shop and
call one another “girlfriend.” 

I wouldn’t say that the only people I’ve met who identify them-
selves as feminist — and who seem to have followed up on that label
— have been through my older sister and a women’s sociology course
I’ve taken, but sometimes it feels that way. Other women I’ve met don’t
acknowledge feminism because it’s not a large part of their generation
or culture. I feel like my grandmother, who spent a lifetime picking
fruits and vegetables on farms in the valley to raise her family, would
frown upon and disregard any talk of feminism, and I don’t feel that I
can argue against that: Survival was her concern.  

When I was enrolled in the women’s sociology course, men
called me a “man hater.” Then they asked me why I was taking that
class and argued with me about feminism. The only man enrolled in
that class was in there because he wanted to date one of the women
in the class. He dropped out after she refused to date him. 

I notice that it’s particularly difficult in a homogenous place
like the San Fernando Valley to call oneself feminist because there
aren’t too many healthy examples of feminism. The media — television,
radio and maybe the internet — rather than activist groups or individ-
uals, deliver the bulk of popular [mis]conceptions about groups of peo-
ple. Media (be it MTV, Myspace, magazines) just want to push what’s
new all the time. And the fact that treating each other fairly isn’t “com-
mon” sense, gets lost in “what’s in.” This woman on the morning news,
for example (Gilian Anderson, I think), seems to do great things for ani-
mals and is attractive to some, but she still has absolutely nothing to
say besides talking about cute fuzzy animals or clothes. 

I feel like my sister makes me acknowledge how people (includ-
ing myself) treat each other. The experiences I use as a model for how
I want to be treated and how to treat others have been stimulated by
the awareness my sister has been able to model for me. I feel if there
were more models to offer the women and girls I know here in the val-
ley, more would call themselves feminists. 

Stephanie lives in a lockout studio in North Hollywood, where she plays music
and designs shoes. She sometimes goes to school and sometimes to work.
Contact her: grlfriendestrcto@yahoo.com

Failure to Follow Up
By Jennifer Huei-Fen Lin

I f I had never found the Guerilla Girls’ website when the Internet
became accessible, if I had never read bell hooks and applied her
feminist criticism to the television commercials, art, or media I

observed, if I had never seen the call for submissions for LOUDmouth
on Friendster, if I had never found out about ladyfest Los Angeles and
networked with fellow organizers, if I had never read Inga Muscio, or
if my brother Clarence had never given me a book of postcards of 1950s
housewives with a feminist slant, and so on and so on, my ability to
exist fully and truly, my view of women, of the world, of myself would
be defeatingly skewed.

A friend of mine who believes in women’s equality said she that
she hadn’t considered herself feminist because she wasn’t “sure what
the exact definition of being a feminist is.” She further went on 
to discuss the “feminazi” archetype that is commonly linked to the
term “feminist.” “I think we all get that stereotype/label from movies.
They seem to show extreme feminists ... .” After we spoke, I told her
that I felt she shouldn’t be deprived of the term and that surely she
was a feminist. 

The numerous definitions of feminism seem to inspire reluc-
tance, not only in women considering applying the term to themselves
but in men, too. After asking my brother Eric, who is fairly progressive,
whether he considered himself a feminist, he responded, “Depends on
what you mean by feminist.” Perhaps there are many more feminists
out there who hesitate to declare themselves “feminist” for similar rea-
sons. 

I have yet to own a television and tend to read, watch, and lis-
ten to news inconsistently. Yet I can sense the fast-changing, con-
sumerist pace of mainstream television news from the irregular expo-
sure I do get. Somehow the evening news has found commercial suc-
cess with its repetitive coverage of Whitney Houston filing for bank-
ruptcy, Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie’s relationship and 
parenthood, Michael Jackson’s child molestation trials and 
Kobe Bryant’s sexual-assault case. I know more about these stories
from the past three years than I do about the conflict in Darfur.
Unfortunately, this strangely imbalanced diet of news is served up daily
not just by entertainment-news shows, but by mainstream TV-news
broadcasts as well. 

There are many definitions of feminism, and for me, it's less of
a socio-political issue than it is an issue of respect, support, love and
empowerment of womynkind. Media, like everything else in this world,
has the power to change our experience and awareness in life.
Asserting a feminist voice or raising awareness around feminism has
the ability to awaken the potential feminist in someone who otherwise
might be “in the dark.”

Jennifer hearts feminist media. Share any such films or music with her, and
she will love you for life (like she doesn't already!): jen.hueifen@gmail.com
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By Luz Angélica Vázquez

Y
ou open a newspaper or tune into the evening news. You hope to
learn something new. You expect that what you see is accurate, fair,
balanced and of real importance. And then you see a story about a

fox stealing golf balls from a golf course on ABC’s afternoon news program or
read about a mailbox’s removal and re-installation in a suburban neighbor-
hood on the front page of the L.A. Times, and you ask yourself, “How can this
pass as news?”

Journalism programs teach students how to select and create stories
based on these seven news values says communications expert, Melvin Melcher:

Timeliness: recent events
Impact: events that will probably affect or influence many people
Proximity: events that are near, either geographically or emotionally
Conflict: struggles, war, etc.
The Unusual: strange or extraordinary events
Currency: events that suddenly become important
Necessity: an event a reporter feels must be covered

These values, as well as the reporter’s education and 
socio-economic and professional background, determine the newsworthiness
of events. The American Society of Newspaper Editors reports that only
12.95% of all newsroom employees are people of color and/or working class,
while the Radio-Television News Directors Association reported in 2004 that
only 21.9% of television employees are people of color. A lack of diversity in
newsrooms contributes to the misrepresentation and, oftentimes, complete
absence of attention to working-class issues.

The tradition, audience and politics of the broadcast station or pub-
lication further inhibit journalists’ reporting span. Producers, editors and
owners ultimately decide what airs or goes to print. Some serve the public
good by uncovering or exposing corrupt government officials, the dangers of
pharmaceutical drugs, or the rapid destruction of our environment, but most
of the time, if the ratings aren’t high enough or advertisers don’t like the sto-
ries, they don’t become news.

Writer Jane Akre recounts the troubles she and another reporter faced
while working for a Tampa, Florida FOX news affiliate in Into the Buzzsaw:
Leading Journalists Expose the Myth of a Free Press. In 1997, she and her part-
ner Steve Wilson produced a four-part series on the possible dangers and
health effects of recombinant Bovine Growth Hormone (rBGH), which is
injected into cows to produce more milk. When Monsanto, the drug’s maker,
learned of the series, it wrote several threatening letters to FOX. Afraid of
legal action and possible loss of advertising revenue, FOX management
demanded that Akre and Wilson change their story to better suit Monsanto,
the dairy industry and grocers. But they refused to air a falsified story, so FOX
turned to bribery. During this time, Akre and Wilson were offered hush money,
which would have prevented them from ever discussing the censorship they
encountered or discussing rBGH in public or through any other media. Again
they refused to give in and FOX lawyers ordered them to re-write the story a
total of 83 times, but FOX’s lawyers didn’t find the versions suitable to air, so
the two reporters were fired about ten months later and the story didn’t air. 

Advertisers’ interests have had a major influence on newspapers
since the beginning of the 20th century. Economic growth and industrializa-
tion led to overproduction and surplus goods that needed to be sold. The eas-
iest way to do this was by placing ads in publications with a large circula-
tion. These ads created huge profit gains for the major newspapers, so that
they could afford to drop their cover prices. Advertisers paid for the cost of
publishing, enabling major newspapers to grow even larger. As these grew,
smaller papers, unable to compete with ad-sponsored newspapers, went out
of business or were bought out by the larger firms. Corporate conglomerates
now own most of the newspaper chains and fewer than 275 of the nation’s
1,500 daily newspapers are independently owned.

News outlets continue to be sponsored by advertisers, sometimes cre-
ating a conflict of interest. Is the media’s responsibility to serve the public
good by informing us of the truth in an unbiased and objective manner more
important than selling the goods of their advertisers? Editors and producers
usually side with the advertiser. After all, newspapers and networks are busi-
nesses, and they must make a profit to succeed and continue providing their
services.

P.R. firms working for private corporations or government agencies
supply TV-news producers with video news releases (VNRs). Members of the
National Association of Broadcast Communicators (NABC) produce these for
clients such as the American Dental Association, General Motors, Panasonic,
Motorola, Pfizer, General Mills, Victoria’s Secret and many more. These care-
fully crafted, ready-to-air advertisements are created in the style of news
reports and even include hired actors playing journalists. According to the
Center for Media and Democracy (CMD), about a third of these are aired in
whole as news, while some stations prefer to edit out the acting reporter and
substitute one of their own. Stations air VNRs along with their normal cover-
age and don’t attempt to supplement footage or verify claims made in these
fake news segments.

The Federal Communications Commission is currently investigating
the use of VNRs by 69 TV stations, which reach about 50 percent of the U.S.
population, after a complaint was filed with the FCC this year by the CMD fol-
lowing the conclusion of a 10-month-long investigation in April 2006 docu-
menting the stations’ use of VNRs and their failure to disclose the clients
behind them.

The Bush administration has also used VNRs to push its policies, and
according to a Government Accountability Office report released in February
2006, has spent $1.4 billion in taxpayer dollars on 137 contracts with adver-
tising agencies over the past two-and-a-half years. The GAO, an investigative
arm of Congress, has called VNRs on topics such as Medicare law changes, the
“dangers” of marijuana use amongst teenagers, the “dangers” of buying pre-
scription drugs from Canada and the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, “covert
propaganda” because the government didn't identify itself as the source of
the “news segments.”

In their attempt to appear professional and objective, journalists
tend to over-rely on official news sources like government officials or corpo-
rate press — and ignore other sources of information that lack the high rank-
ings of these authority figures. But there is another reason for this reliance:
these sources provide a steady flow of news. Because these types of news
sources are deemed credible, reporters don’t have to invest time in research-
ing the statements issued; all they need to do is report them. This saves the
media company time and money and reduces its need for reporters.

This type of news reporting is typical of corporate-owned media con-
glomerates that have drastically cut back their staffs and have opted for sto-
ries from Reuters or AP instead. Since Tribune’s acquisition of the Los Angeles
Times six years ago, about 260 of its then-1,200-person staff have been fired
in an effort to lower overhead. Further pushes to cut staff led to the resigna-
tions this year of its second publisher Jeffrey M. Johnson and second editor
Dean Baquet, who believed it wasn’t possible to deliver “a newspaper of
acceptable journalistic quality” by cutting its investigative reporters.

Maximium profit gains have meant the consolidation and acquisition
of smaller media outlets into the eight major conglomerates of all forms of
news, entertainment and information: General Electric, Time Warner, Walt
Disney, News Corporation, Viacom, CBS Corporation, Vivendi Universal S.A.,
and Bertelsmann AG. The first five control about 70 percent of the primetime-
television market share.

With media ownership in the hands of fewer corporations, our sources
of information become limited. Though there are hundreds of TV channels or
newspapers from which to select for your daily dose of news, they mostly
report on the same kind of issues and abstain from controversial stories that
might upset advertisers, so you end up with infotainment, VNRs, advertorials
and stories about golf balls and mailboxes.

Luz thinks it’s awful that the stories we are offered as news are so distorted,
censored and full of lies. The StopBigMedia.com Coalition website offers links
to groups committed to stopping the FCC from continued deregulation in favor
of giant corporations. Check it out!
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In its beginnings, USA Today strived to set itself apart in dis-
tribution methods as well. Eager to latch onto the business traveler,
the paper was heavily distributed through airlines, airports and hotels,
in addition to other sales outlets. On some streets, the paper is still
sold in unique newspaper vending machines with curved edges said to
resemble television sets more than newspaper racks. Again, this mar-
keting strategy points to what was working at the time and continues
to catch eyes today. The conglomerates like Gannett were interested in
perpetuating the idea that the ‘80s were “entertaining times”, and that
the news media should reflect that, especially in its use of shorter
news sound bites aimed at shorter attention spans. 

Marketing strategies aside, USA Today’s circulation figures are
also a matter of dispute: as it has many contracts ensuring distribu-
tion in hotels, guests/readers are often unaware that they are paying
for the newspaper. Go for a stay at a Marriott Hotel, and a complimen-
tary copy of USA Today is slid under your door each morning. It makes
you wonder, “Did I pay for that?” But it’s not on your bill. 

The role of women in high positions of Gannett is also one that
requires further investigation. Gannett received an “America’s
Corporate Conscience Award” from the Council on Economic Priorities
in 1988 for its fair employment practices. The role of women in high
positions of Gannett is also one that requires further investigation.
Gannett received an “America’s Corporate Conscience Award” from the
Council on Economic Priorities in 1988 for its fair employment of
women and people of color. About 46 percent of Gannett’s 45,582 U.S.
employees are women. Women constitute 40 percent of all company
officials and managers and 46 percent of company professionals.
Women’s roles in big media are still hard to come by and it makes the
evaluation of their labor practices especially difficult.

Gannett now publishes 90 daily newspapers in the USA, includ-
ing USA Today, and 18 dailies in the United Kingdom. Gannett owns
and operates 23 television stations in the United States. The company
also has a national group of commercial printing facilities and sub-
sidiaries involved in survey research, direct marketing and new media
development. So does Gannett as a mega-consolidated parent compa-
ny and USA Today’s dumbed-down-yet-user-friendly format take away
from the real reportage being done? How can we continue to support
a paper that doesn’t value the intelligence of the public? And how can
we look at a conglomerate supplying its product to unsubscribing cus-
tomer? And what about this idea that Gannett is such a supportive
employer of women involved in broadcast? It’s a shame that celebrity
gossip and sports always occupy the upper corners of the front page
when more newsworthy stories might deserve top billing, but maybe
that’s what attracts readers who wouldn’t even look at a newspaper
otherwise. As long as USA Today’s readers continue their support, the
public may not have other choices.

Shannon is a local writer, musician and PR wizard. She hopes Gannett will
make a “Purple Rain”-themed newspaper next and distribute it to her. Dearly
beloved may reach her at www.shannonflaherty.com.

By Shannon Flaherty

T he year 1982, like practically every year in the ’80s, was a
peculiar time in news, arts and entertainment. Pat Benatar
won the Grammy for Best Female Rock Performance. Alice

Walker published her first Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, The Color
Purple. Top TV personalities included Captain Kangaroo (big with the
kids) and Richard Simmons (big with the ladies); and fittingly, what is
now the nation’s most-widely circulated newspaper, USA Today, was
founded during this year. 

Colorful and bold, with many large diagrams, charts, and pho-
tographs, USA Today was founded by media conglomerate and newspa-
per publisher Gannett Company. Their goal was to provide an alterna-
tive to the relatively colorless, wordy, gray papers of the time such as
the Wall Street Journal and the New York Times.

The American public’s appetite had already been whetted by
other colorful pop media such as MTV (launched in 1981) and the
American Top 40 radio program with Casey Kasem. TV and radio were
enjoying success utilizing national platforms and so it seemed the time
was right for print to take a new approach as well.

The creation of a new national newspaper was risky at a time
when some skeptics were beginning to write the obituary of the daily
newspaper due to the rise of people tuning in to watch TV instead —
a struggle print still faces today with the threat of new media and the
Internet. However, after spending two years conducting market
research on what readers wanted, what advertisers needed and what
technology permitted, Gannett Company launched USA Today on 
Sept. 15, 1982. 

The paper’s design and layout went hand-in-hand with its claim
of being “informative and entertaining” and it promised to provide “the
news you need — quick and concise.” Its four color-coded sections —
“News” (blue), “Money” (green), “Sports” (red) and “Life” (purple) —
made navigation convenient for readers who complained that there was-
n’t  enough time to do it all and remain informed and involved.
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Before I went on my first pilgrimage, I was out-of-touch with my par-
ents’ and grandparents’ experiences, with my own history, and with
how I identified myself as a Japanese American. The pilgrimage expe-
rience opened a new world to me: there were talks, conferences, inter-
generational meetings, performances and documentaries shown. There
was much love and sharing, but I wasn’t willing to accept it: I felt as
though I stood outside the circle of my own people. I joined the sec-
ond Tule Lake Pilgrimage four years later. I wanted to take what I had
spent the last four years absorbing and trying to understand, and try
to make better sense of it. Both pilgrimages were healing experiences
for me: it made me aware that there was a whole community of
Japanese Americans who experienced what my father experienced: and
now we were trying to come clean with it and tell the truth with the
full expectation that those who had formerly leveled accusations
against renunciants like my father and grandparents, would listen and
understand without judgment. 

Napping,
I hear the rice-planter’s song
And feel ashamed

—Issa

One of our bus monitors who was in charge of organizing our intergen-
erational discussion group, to the surprise of us all, asked my grand-
mother and her sister to lead the discussion and share their stories. My
grandmother talked about why she and her husband renounced: they
had no money, the U.S. was a hostile environment at the time, her hus-
band called the shots and wanted to go to Japan. She had no choice.
Her years in Japan were the most miserable in 
her life. Hard farm labor. Discord with her husband’s family. 
Poverty, hunger. Finally, she managed to get an administrative job at
a U.S. military base in Japan, and after ten years, saved up enough
money to return to California, and rejoin her relatives in the San
Francisco Bay Area. Her sister, Margaret, on the other hand, was stuck
in Japan for eighteen years. She carried human waste through farm-
lands in Japan. She had no way of returning to the U.S. Both 
faced miserable lives in Japan, and a shameful stigmatism in the
Japanese American community. 

By Kenny Tanemura

My father and grandparents were interned at Tule Lake — one
of ten internment camps during World War II. Tule Lake
imprisoned the largest number and highest percentage of

internees categorized as “disloyal,” and became affiliated with those
who refused to register for the draft, or answered the loyalty questions
“no-no.” The reasons I went on pilgrimages to Tule Lake vary, but a
major incentive was the fact that the Japanese American community has
become so scattered, that events such as the Tule Lake Pilgrimage are
the only times of the year we have a chance to gather and be together. 

May rain;
Even the nameless stream 
Is feared

—Buson

My grandmother, her husband, and my father all faced extreme
ostracism for renouncing their citizenship. They were considered unpa-
triotic by other Japanese Americans, especially those who volunteered
in the draft and served in the U.S. Army. The chaos and lack of accu-
rate information inside the internment camp made it difficult to make
reasonable decisions. A lot of internees thought that renouncing their
American citizenship would help them, as prisoners of war, secure the
safety of their families by keeping everyone together at Tule Lake.
There are former internees who talk about being bullied by pro-Japan
groups. Since no one was allowed legal counsel, some felt that renun-
ciation allowed them to protest and express their dissidence over their
treatment by the American government. Most of those who renounced
didn’t have enough information to understand the rights they were giv-
ing away, but the true story of the renunciants became evident when
the Department of Justice prepared for the mass deportations of these
now stateless people who had been betrayed by the country of their
birth. 

Summer rain;
A razor rusted 
in a single night

—Boncho

The

Sound 
of the 
Flute

       



After Miho tells me this, I don’t know what to say. I’m thinking of the
Asians and Asian Americans who have insisted that I, as a Japanese
American, can’t completely disclaim a connection to Japanese
Imperialism. The Japan that invaded their parents’ and grandparents’
countries. I say yes I can. I’m Japanese American. I’m American. Asian
American. There is no connection between me and an Imperial system.
My grandparents and great-grandparents were migrant farm laborers.
They worked for a dollar a day or less. They didn’t get the newspaper.
Their country dropped bombs -- raped, killed, tortured, colonized. My
family picked fruit all day until their backs warped. They were too tired
and poor to know. Why don’t Asian Americans read about Japanese
Americans? Tell me what Executive Order 9066 was about and then we’ll
talk imperialism. 

I wanted to tell Miho I was beat up in school too, the teachers didn’t
do anything about it either, my parents didn’t even bother to complain.
I wanted to tell her, Asian Americans have told me, they can’t even
imagine what it must have felt like to experience that kind of racism.
They step back. They are disgusted. They don’t want to be associated
with me, someone who was attacked for being just like them. Surely
there is nothing about them that would inspire such disgust in other
people. Maybe Miho went through worse abuse. No one ever laughed at
me while I was bleeding to death. But I would never step back. I would
never pretend. I can imagine what it was like. I know what it was like.
I too was an outcast.

Waves approach
The sound of the flute:
Suma in Autumn

—Buson

Miho’s voice was a wind chime in my ear. And then it focused into sub-
stance again. She was telling me about a project her nonprofit organ-
ization is working on. The U.S. is trying to build another military base
in Okinawa. They’re trying to destroy a bay to build this base. Of course
it’s not in the Japanese news. “A meteor could hit Okinawa, and it
would be mentioned as a side note to the Olympics, because that’s all
anyone cares about,” Miho said. Miho tells me she was a juvenile delin-
quent in high school. Beat up cab drivers, stole cars, robbed people,
shop-lifted, destroyed property, engaged in other kinds of lawless
behavior. The usual stuff. But that’s because they told her always to go
home, go home, Koreans go home, go home from home, where is home
from home, where is the home that is from home, where is the home to
go to, what home, where? Miho was a delinquent because it was her
form of social protest. Then she grew up and took on global oppres-
sion. I grew up and read Rilke. Still there’s something I want to ask
Miho. “If someone told you to look up now and say you are a Korean,
can you do that now?”

Chased,
The firefly
Hid in the moon

—Ryota

“Yes, yes, I can do that now. Yes,” Miho says.

Kenny is a contributing writer to Asian Week and is the author of a poetry
chapbook, Through the Fissure (overhere press). 
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Summer moon;
Even the cracked bell’s sound
Is hot

—Hokushi

A woman with our group, Miho Kim, a Burakumin, identified strongly
with my grandmother’s experiences. Miho shared her story. She gave us
a historical and current overview of the structure of racism and dis-
crimination (specifically, the Imperial system) that exists in Japan and
she told us about the Zainichi Koreans (ethnic Koreans in Japan as a
result of colonization of Korea) and Burakumin (the ‘untouchable’ peo-
ple in the caste system created by the Imperial System in Japan). She
drew parallels with those who suffered the unjust and racist ‘Tule Lake’
with those in Japan who have borne, and continue to bear much of the
burden of racist policies and practices perpetrated in the name of
Japanese nationalism. Miho engaged us in discussion around how we
in the US could contribute to a progressive Nikkei1 consciousness that
does not lend to complicity in either Japanese or American systems
and structures of racism and nationalism. 

The Mogami River
Collects all
The May rain

—Basho

Miho is a third generation Zainichi Korean born and raised in Fukuoka,
Japan. Her grandfather was a peasant farmer taken by force to support
Japan’s imperialist war as a slave worker in a coalmine. In light of
escalating racist attacks for being Koreans active in Korean civil rights
activities, her father made the decision to take his daughter to the U.S.
when Miho was 10. Unlike most Zainichi, Miho was lucky to have had
the opportunity to leave. I was still struck by what my grandmother
and her sister had to say; things they had probably never told anyone,
all new to me. And then Miho talked about participating in “translo-
cal” efforts to build solidarity among people of color to get rid of
racism in both the US and Japan. I had never heard of Burakumin and
Zainichi.

After talking for awhile about our experiences, Miho confided a child-
hood memory:  she’s twelve years old, living in a small town in Kyushu.
In her town, each neighborhood had a designated path. It’s a rule. You
have to take that path to get home. She’s walking home from school.
A group of boys chase her down the street. “Go back to Korea! You
stink! My parents say Koreans steal. You’re filthy!” Miho doesn’t know
what to do. She lays her face against the ground. The ground will pro-
tect her. Having your head to the earth is the best you can do some-
times. She can’t run up ahead and go home. They’re doing construction
on that road and there’s a crew blocking the path. There’s asphalt
everywhere. Loose asphalt. In the air. It strikes her arms, her legs, her
back, all over. The boys are laughing and throwing stones. 

Melons so hot,
They roll out of 
Their leafy hiding

—Kyorai

1Nikkei: Japanese emigrants and their descendants who have created communities
throughout the world

           



4.

 

According to Wikipedia, direct action is a form of political action
that seeks immediate remedy. Well, aren’t they cute! Stage everything.
Dress in a suit, and … surprise! People suddenly think you are some-
one important. Hold fake press conferences with the real news. Make
sure you have very little luggage for a quick getaway. I’ve got news, by
the way for the lovelies at Stay Free (I use “lovelies” sincerely) who
think good ol’ Bill invented the flash mob too. Anyone ever heard of
Act Up, Hakim Bey or … Dada around in this joint? Why don’t you see
what those fine foreva’ peeps of the Lesbian Avengers have to say
about it?: http://www.actupny.org/documents/Avengers.html

5.

    

Drumroll … are you around children? Do you have children? Are
you a teacher? If youth today don’t have exposure to art and music
every day, I can certainly tell you there isn’t media literacy being
taught either! Need ideas? Why not ask them to make a group zine?
What about a game showing them a few letters of a logo and seeing
how many can guess it? It won’t take them long to realize that if it is
something important we all ought to know about. Don’t underesti-
mate our youth. Ever. Just because they don’t look like what you
thought was hip, smart or punk-rock back in the day doesn’t mean they
don’t all have their own unique identities. Give them ideas without
forcing anything down their throat! Check out indymedia.org together,
where you can post things of interest as a group activity. 

6.

    

Don’t see what you want? Start it. Or if you see something one-
of-a-kind, support it! In fall 2006, Chicana/o Art Magazine launched its
second issue. Previously, many dry years had passed without anything
of the sort. Check it out: chicanoartmagazine.org. Another example is
the Tecolote in San Francisco, Calif. What started out as a four-page
tabloid dedicated to covering local news relevant to the peoples of the
Mission District is going fierce and strong as a 16-page paper with a
print run of 10,000. Furthermore, Tecolote (in conjunction with the
nonprofit Accion Latina) is one of the founders of the New California
Media, a network of ethnic newspapers. Another model could warrant
a look just across the bay at the Long Haul Collective which has been
publishing Slingshot Newspaper and its infamous databooks for the
past 19 years and seven years respectively. Slingshots always include a
fair share of international struggles including a great piece this issue
about the women teachers of Oaxaca. Do you have your slingshot this
year? Get it: slingshot.tao.ca.

I n October 2006, the FCC held a public-media ownership hearing
to discuss the future of media deregulation and consolidation.
Under the rules approved by the FCC three years ago, one multi-

national corporation would have been able to own up to three televi-
sion stations, the local newspaper, a cable system and up to eight
radio stations. At the hearing, The National Association of Black Owned
Broadcasters reported that this past year there was a 30 percent
decrease in black-owned stations. This is compared to a number that
has been dwindling every year since 1998. Currently, six main firms
control 80 percent of our radio and television frequencies. Have you
noticed a proliferation of those great offers for a combined Internet
and cable TV bill? Think they’re trying to help alleviate Americans’ per-
sonal debt? Guess again. These communications industries and
Congress want you to enjoy their “new” regulatory data-rich system to
further take away citizen and consumer rights! Rest assured that while
independent media is up against a giant conglomerate, there is more
to do than just writing e-mails and calling (though those aren’t bad
places to start). 

1.

            

Look at your local news coverage: Where is the public voice?
Remember, the issue isn’t competition! No matter how funny you think
Paris Hilton + Britney Spears = BFF (on again, off again) is, it ain’t as
important as what is going on in your own neighborhood. Is there a
public-access station, a local newspaper or internet radio station near
you? Use them. Additionally, many stations have programs that offer
free training in video, radio and television broadcast. For example,
check out Global Village, which lists 700 stations in California:
www.communitymedia.se/cat/linksca.htm.

2.

    

Do you live in a rural area or know someone that does?
Prometheus Radio Project in Philadelphia and New York have been
working on barn-raising projects throughout the country with the aid
of the Media Access Project to find the best ways to use unlicensed
parts of the spectrum to bring free Internet access to more places
throughout the country. Don’t assume that just ‘cause you live in the
boonies that no one is listening. Learn more at:
prometheusradio.org/spectrum_reform

3.

    

Hmmm … why can’t I hear anything yet? Uh, doesn’t that stu-
pid switch work? Say something! That’s right, you. Make a zine, send
an article into one, start a blog, a book club. Not a writer? Why not
start a media group that deconstructs media “spin,” etc.? Need some
ideas? Try www.wimnonline.org.
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I’d like to see news stories featuring political actions where grassroots
activists stood up against unfair policies and won change. I’d like to
see coverage of protests, even smallish ones, with quotes from the
organizers that accurately explain what they are doing and why. I’d like
to see news pieces about people living out alternative visionary poli-
tics, like people who keep bees on new york city rooftops or use grey-
water or are in successful polyamorous communities or build their own
houses from straw. One more thing, while we’re at it: I’d like to see all
the cop and lawyer shows on tv where the suspect is always guilty
replaced by shows where the defendant is always innocent. 

—Dean Spade, ageless

I would like to see people who resemble me in the local television
media: middle-aged, short, cut-to-the-chase sorts. Particularly the cut-
to-the-chase sorts.

—Babs, 47.5

I would like to see good news make the news; to see people’s daily vic-
tories in addition to or instead of their tragedies. I think if we made
joyful personal, social, environmental happenings as important normal
events and de-normalized fear and war and drama, maybe a larger
sense of victory could be an inspiration for positive change.

—Socket, ageless

Jenna and Barbara Bush Live up to Their Last Name and Come Out as
Lesbians. After years of having to get drunk and wrestle with each
other in public spaces to release their pent-up sexual frustration,
Jenna and Barbara decide to accept themselves and announce to the
world that they’re here, they’re queer, and their daddy no longer lives
in fear of the LGBTQI community! Sources say that Barbara was seen
bumping and grinding with famous author Tania Katan (My One-Night
Stand With Cancer) at The Lexington in San Francisco.

—Tania, no age

On a local level, I would like to see a positive portrayal of youth. News
should show what people are doing creatively. On a national level, I
want to see what should happen to people that mismanage money. I
want to see them held accountable. I can’t believe that the main-
stream media doesn’t let more 9/11 stuff get shown. People need to
know that something else happened than what we were led to believe.
The bottom line is that the news shouldn’t be OWNED.

—Keith, 28

I’d like the six o’clock news to show the little things that are taking place
at local elementary schools. For example, “Arianna made it across the
monkey bars all by herself today.” Or “Jose spelled his first and last name
for the first time.” Aren't these daily victories worthy of celebration? 

—Stephanie, 31

I would like to see news about how the president and his cabinet were
assassinated non-violently, in a way that doesn’t condone violence, but
that definitely off-ed them, thus forcing a team of kick-ass feminists
to replace them.

—Kristina, 28

I want to see Karl Marx come back from the dead. I want the televi-
sion news to report on more international things and not local hubbub
like skiing kittens and crap in Tustin, Calif. I think the rest of the edi-
torials at the LA Times should be replaced with letters from the public
about what people really care about and really want to see.

—Camryn, 28

I want to learn about things from television. I want to know about
what is really going on in Oaxaca, learn about making food and watch
documentaries about marine animals that glow with lots of teeth.

—Nate, 26

I could say I want to hear that Bush has died, but I would really like
to hear about a portal opening up somewhere in the world. There
would be all this cosmic energy, angels, fire and people freaking out.

—Ben, 32

Coverage of the Federal Reserve, so that people know it’s a corporate
entity and not a governmental one.

—Brandon, 32

I would like to see good news in the news — at least in quantity equal
to the bad news.

—Kathleen, age 56

I’d like to see sassy political women having their say in ways that are
striking, assertive, stick-it-to the pols poignant.

—Deborah Martinson, 60
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